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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is not a simple matter to translate programs written in one 
language into another language, and yet the ability to do so would save 
much duplication of effort. It is an even more complex task to produce 
a correct automated translator to do the same job. Automated translators, 
however, have proved themselves useful in language implementation 
projects. Languages such as PASCAL [1,2] and APL [3,4] have been 
translated into high level intermediate code which is then interpreted. 
The intermediate code which is generated is syntactically much simpler 
than the source code, and hence easier to interpret. 
A reasonable standard for the correctness of a translation is that 
the set of outputs resulting from a given set of inputs upon execution of 
a program should be independent of the language in which the program is 
written. This is a separate issue from whether or not the original 
program correctly accomplishes its intended purpose. 
The translation process requires knowledge of the syntactic rules 
of both the source and target languages and of how the sets of rules 
correspond so that the resulting code has the correct form. In addition, 
it requires a knowledge of the meanings, or semantics, of the constructs 
in both languages so that the resulting program has the same meaning as 
the original. 
The problem of associating syntactic forms of different languages is 
simplified when the syntactic rules have been specified by some formal 
means, such as Backus-Naur form [5]. Formal specifications of syntax 
also help with the semantic side of the translation problem by providing 
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a formal way for meanings to be associated with each syntactic structure. 
Such associations are called syntax-directed semantics. Several diverse 
approaches to syntax-directed semantics have been proposed. Among them 
is Scott's lattice-theoretic approach [6]. Other methods are Floyd's 
flowchart schemata [7] and Hoare and Wirth's axiomatic approach [8]. 
Another is Knuth's system of synthesized and inherited attributes [9]. 
In this paper, we will examine two formal approaches to language 
translation. One is an automata-theoretic approach introduced by 
Thatcher [10,11] which manipulates trees, rather than strings [12]. The 
automata-theoretic tree transducers process their inputs either in a 
top-down (root-to-frontier) or bottom-up (frontier-to-root) fashion. 
They read a single node of the input tree at a time and produce their 
output based on this node and the current state information. The second 
approach is the algebra-theoretic approach of Krishnaswamy and Strawn 
[13]. It couches earlier work by Krishnaswamy and Buttelmann [14] in 
algebraic terms and, in so doing, simplifies their methodology of 
translation. The algebraic approach views sets of trees as many-sorted 
algebras and uses homomorphisms between algebras to transform input 
trees to output trees. The algebraic tree transducers produce their 
outputs based on configurations of nodes, rather than on single nodes, 
of the input tree. Both approaches have the ability to specify the 
outputs corresponding to infinite sets of input trees using only a 
finite sets of transformation rules. Both are suitable for use in 
language translation schemes because they are able to transform syntax 
trees [5] of the source language into syntax trees of the target 
language. Thus both are capable of syntax-directed translation. 
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The algebraic tree transducers use a more tiighly developed concept 
of semantics than the automata-theoretic tree tiransducers. The automata-
theoretic transducers merely assign meanings, or semantics, to input trees 
by associating output trees with them. The meaning of an input is simply 
the associated output. No consideration is given to the meaning of the 
input tree in and of itself and apart from the translation process. In 
contrast, in the algebraic framework, one semantic algebra is associated 
with the set of input trees and another with the set of output trees so 
that both the input trees and the output trees have meanings in their own 
right, apar% from the translation induced by the. algebraic tree 
transducer. These semantic algebras are based on Knuth's synthesized 
attributes. This approach makes it possible for us to talk about 
translations which are semantic-preserving. 
As we compare the automata-theoretic and alLgebraic approaches to 
tree transduction, we will see that bottom-up tiree transducers are 
equivalent to a restricted form of algebraic tree transducers and that 
top-down tree transducers and algebraic tree transducers are incomparable. 
We will also introduce a new kind of automata-tlaeoretic tree transducer, 
the product transducer, which operates in a bottom-up fashion reading one 
input node at a time and yet is capable of modeling the algebraic tree 
transducer. It is also capable of modeling effectively deterministic 
top-down tree transducers but cannot handle a nondeterministic top-down 
transduction. Of the transducers we will consider, only an algebraic 
tree transducer with an infinite set of transformation rules is capable 
of modeling a nondeterministic top-down tree transducer. 
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We will also discuss what properties are desirable in algebraic 
tree transducers. We will want them to have domains which are full and 
uniquely decomposable. That is, underlying sets of the source algebra 
are either totally contained in or totally excluded from the domain of 
the transducer, and each element of the domain can be broken down in 
exactly one way into configurations appearing in the translation table 
of the transducer. We will also want our transducers to be semantic-
preserving. We will discuss when and how it is possible to achieve 
these desired properties in a transducer. 
Before beginning our study of tree transducers, we present some 
notation which will be used throughout this paper. If S is a set, then 
||s|| is the cardinality, or number of elements, of S, and P(S) is the 
g 
powerset, or set of all subsets of S. If S and T are sets, then T is 
the set of all functions from S into T. 
If we wish to let a variable, say i, take on all integer values 
from j to k, we will write, "for i=j,,..,k." If we wish to let i take 
on all nonnegative integer values, we will write "for i<to." 
If S is a set and k>0 is an integer, then is the set of all 
strings over S of length k. is the set of all nonempty 
strings over S, and S* = s"^U{A} where X denotes the empty string. If 
seS"^, then seS^ for some k>0, and | s| = k gives the length of s. If 
s = A, then |s| = 0. 
When we use the term "tree," we will mean a node-labeled ordered 
tree, as defined by Knuth [15]. We will often induct on the height of 
a tree t, denoted |t|. If t consists of a single node, then |t| =1. 
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If t = s(t^...C^) where s is the root of t and t^,...,t^ are trees, 
then |t| = 1 + \^^\-
We will use the term to mean x with all occurrences of y 
y 
replaced by z. Similarly, x will mean x with all occurrences of 
^1...^k 
y^^ replaced by z^, all occurrences of y^ replaced by Zg* •••> and all 
occurrences of y^ replaced by z^. 
With this background, we begin our study of tree transducers by 
reviewing the automata-theoretic approach. 
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II. AN AUTOMATA-THEORETIC APPROACH TO TREE TRANSDUCTION 
In this chapter we will discuss tree transducers, a class of 
2 
automata which Thatcher has referred to as "generalized sequential 
machine maps" [10]. We will use the notation presented by Engelfriet 
[16]. Generalized sequential machines are, of course, finite automata 
which have been extended to produce an output string for every character 
of the input string while at the same time performing the customary 
function of determining the syntactic correctness of the input string. 
Tree transducers are essentially generalized sequential machines which 
have been further generalized to accept tree, rather than string, input. 
Finite automata and generalized sequential machines are concerned with 
the recognition and translation of regular languages. Tree transducers 
handle the larger class of (syntax trees of) context-free languages. 
Since we will be discussing context-free grammars and languages 
throughout this paper, we precede our discussion of tree transducers by 
a brief review of some essential facts about context-free grammars. A 
more complete discussion may be found in [5,12] . 
A context-free grammar G = (N,E,P,S) consists of a finite set N of 
nonterminals, a finite set Z of terminals, a finite set P gNx(NUZ)^ of 
productions, and a set S ç N of start symbols. A production (n,m)eP is 
usually written n-Mn. 
•4- 4" 
If abce(NUE) for some beN and if b-^deP for some de(NUz;) , then we 
write abc = > adc and we say, "abc directly derives adc in G." If 
G 
j SQ,s^, ...,Sj^e(NUz:) and s^ = > for 0^i<k, then we write s^ s^, 
and we say, "s_ derives s, in G." If S_GN and s, then we call 
•' 0 k Ok
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SQ,S^,...,S^ a derivation sequence for Sj^. Every derivation sequence 
has a representation as a tree. If s^eS, this tree is called a derivation 
tree for s, . If s_,s. ,...,s, is a derivation sequence and if s. => s.,-k  0  1 k 1  G  1 + 1  
for 0^i<k by application of a production to the leftmost nonterminal of 
s^, then SQ,s^, ... ,Sj^ is called a leftmost derivation of Sj^ from SQ. 
If SQ,s^, .. .,Sj^ is a derivation sequence for s^ in G, then there 
must exist a sequence of productions p^,...,p^ such that s^ ^ => s^ by 
production p^ for 1=1,...,k. The sequence p^,...,p^ is called a parse 
for s^ in G. If SQ,...,S^ is a leftmost derivation, then p^,...,pj^ is a 
left parse. A left parse is the preorder traversal [15] of a tree, 
called a syntax tree of G. If the left-hand side of p^ is a start 
symbol of G, then p^,...,p^ is a proper syntax tree of G. 
4- + 
The language L(G) generated by G is given by {teZ : s => t for some 
SES} and is called a context-free language. Every string in L(G) has a 
leftmost derivation from a start symbol of G. 
We will now turn our attention to a study of the automata-theoretic 
approach to tree transduction. 
An alphabet E is a set of symbols. An alphabet Z is ranked if there 
exists a function r mapping E into the nonnegative integers Z^. For all 
k^O, = {oeE: r(a)=k}. If ocE^, then a is said to have rank k. 
For a ranked alphabet E, we define the set T^ inductively, as 
follows. If GEEg, then ocT^. If ocE^ for some k>^l and if t^^,.. .,tj^eTj,, 
then a(t^... tj^) eTj,. We observe that every element of T^ corresponds to 
the preorder traversal of a node-labeled tree, as illustrated by (II.1). 
For this reason, we call T^ the set of all trees over E. 
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(II.1) Example. Let E={a,b,c,d} where ZQ={c,d}, and 
Zg={b}. Then a(b(ccd)a(dd))ETg and is represented pictorially in 
Figure 1. 
From (II.1), we see that the rank r(a) of a node a of a tree is 
precisely the number of immediate successors or sons of that particular 
node. This observation enables us to justify defining rank in terms of 
functions, rather than relations, as Engelfriet [16] has done. A 
particular occurrence of any aeH in any teT^ has a unique number of 
immediate successors, and hence, a unique rank. Thus if S is an alphabet 
ranked (in the sense of Engelfriet) by the relation rcExz^, then there is 
a one-to-one mapping from T^ into T^ where r is ranked by the function 
r':r -> defined by r'((a,z))=z whenever (a,z)er. 
For any set S, let T^fS] = T^ where A is the ranked alphabet such 
that AQ=EQUS and for all k^l. Let X = be a 
denumerable set of variables. For k>l, let = {x^,x2,...,x^}, and let 
XQ = (|). (These variables will serve as placeholders in the transition 
rules of the transducer we are about to define.) We further define 
Q(X) = {q(x): qeQ and XEX} and Q(T^[X]) = {q(t): qeQ and tET^[X]}. The 
a 
Figure 1. Pictorial representation of a(b(ccd)a(dd)) 
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sets q(X^) and Q(Tj,[Xj^]) are the obvious restrictions of Q(X) and 
Q(T^[X]). 
A finite tree transducer M = (Z,A,Q,Q^,R) consists of 
E, a finite ranked alphabet of input symbols, 
A, a finite ranked alphabet of output symbols, 
Q, a finite ranked alphabet of states (each having rank 1), 
Q^oQ, a set of designated states, and 
R, a finite set of rules. 
If every rule in R is of the form q(O) ->• T for some qeQ, aeE^, and 
or q(O(x^...x^)) ^  T for some qeQ, OEEJ^ , and TET^[Q(XJ^ ) ], then we say 
that M is a top-down tree transducer, and is a set of initial states. 
On the other hand, if every rule in R is of the form a q(T) for some 
oeEQ, qeQ, and teT^ or a(q^(x^)...q^(x^)) q(T) for some oeE^, 
qi,.. .qj^,qeQ, and TeT^[X^], then we say that M is a bottom-up tree 
transducer, and Q^ is a set of final states. A top-down transducer 
begins processing at the root of the input tree and works toward the 
leaves, while a bottom-up tree transducer begins processing at the 
leaves of the input tree and proceeds toward the root. 
We say that a tree transducer M is linear if no variable (element 
of X) occurs more than once on the right-hand side of any rule. 
Otherwise, M is nonlinear. A top-down tree transducer is deterministic 
if for every k>0, qeQ, and oeE^, there is exactly one rule in R having 
q(o(x^...x^)) (or q(o) if k=0) as its left-hand side. Likewise, a 
bottom-up tree transducer is deterministic if for every k^O, q^ q^cQ, 
and oeEj^, there is exactly one rule in R having o(q^(x^)...q^(x^)) as its 
left-hand side. All other tree transducers are nondeterministic. 
However, if no two rules of a tree transducer M have identical left-hand 
sides, we say that M is effectively deterministic. Our definitions 
concerning tree transducers will be illustrated by (II.2) and (II.3). 
(II.2) Example. Let be the tree transducer defined in Figure 2. 
Then is an effectively deterministic top-down tree transducer because 
all rules are of the top-down form and no two rules have identical 
left-hand sides. is not deterministic because, among other state and 
input symbol combinations, the combination q^(c) does not occur on the 
left-hand side of a rule. In addition, is nonlinear because 
occurs twice on the right-hand side of the third rule. 
Let us examine how operates on the input tree a(b(c)c), as shown 
in part (1) of Figure 2. Since is the only initial state of M^, we 
must begin processing in state q^. Hence our initial configuration is 
given by part (2) of the figure. The first rule is the only one which 
can be applied at this time. In this rule, the variable is a 
placeholder for the first subtree of a, namely b(c), and x^ is a 
placeholder for the second subtree, c. Applying the rule, we get part 
(3). Next, we can process either q^(b(c)) or q^(c). The choice of 
which we process first will have no bearing on the final output. In 
order to process q^(b(c)), we must use the second rule of M^, which 
produces part (4). Again, we have a choice. We may process either 
q^(c) or q^(c). If we choose q^(c), then according to the fourth rule, 
we get part (5). We complete the transduction by processing q^(c) 
according to the fifth rule. The result is given in part (6). No 
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= (E,A,Q,QJ,R) where 
Z = {a,b,c} with = {c}, = {b}, and = {a}, 
A = {A,B,D} with AQ = {D}, and A^ = {A,B}, 
Q = {q2,qy,qg}, = {q^}, and R contains 
QaCaCx^Xz)) A(qj^(x^)q^(x2)), 
q^(b(x^)) A(B(q^(x^)D)D) , 
q^(c) ->• B(DD), and 
q^(c) •> D. 
( 4 )  ( 5 )  ( 6 )  
Figure 2, A top-down tree transducer and its effect on an input tree 
1 2  
states remain in the tree, and so our processing is complete. Part (6) 
shows the output tree which results from the input tree shown in part 
(1).  
(II.3) Example. Let be the tree transducer defined in 
Figure 3. Then is a nondeterministic bottom-up transducer. is 
also linear. 
Let us examine the operation of bottom-up tree transducers by 
tracing the actions taken by when given as input the tree 
a(b(b(c))b(c)) shown in part (1) of Figure 3. By applying its first 
rule at each leaf node of the input tree, produces the tree shown in 
part (2) of the figure. Next, can apply the second rule along each 
branch of the tree, obtaining the tree in part (3). For its next move, 
Mg has two choices. It may apply either the third or the fourth rule 
to the remaining b, producing part (4). The final move, in either case, 
is to apply the last rule, giving part (5). Processing is now complete, 
and since part (6) shows the output trees associated with the 
input tree of part (1). 
If tree t' results from tree t by the application of a single rule 
of a transducer M, we write t => t'. We omit the M whenever it is 
M 
understood. Also, we write t -> t' whenever t' results from t by the 
M 
successive application of zero or more rules of M. 
We are now able to define Tr^^, the transduction induced by M. If 
M is a top-down tree transducer, then Tr^ = {(t,t')gT^xT^: q(t) => t' 
for some qeQ^}. If M is a bottom-up tree transducer, then Tr^ = 
{(t,t')eTj,xT^: t => q(t') for some qeQ^}. Tr^ is a (partial) function 
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Mg = (Z',A',Q',Q^',R') where 
E' = {a,b,c} with = {c}, = {b}, and = {a}, 
A' = {A,B,C} with Aq' = {C}, A^' = {B}, and A^' = {A}, 
Q' = Q^' = {q^}, and R' contains 
c q^(C), 
b(qc(Xi)) ->• q^(B(x^)) , 
b(qy(x^)) q^(x^), 
b(qb(Xi)) -> q^(B(x^)), and 
a(qb(Xi)qj^(x2)) ^  q^fACx^CXg)). 
/\\ A\ /K " /K r I " r I 
B C B  B C B  C  C  B C  
B  
c 
(5) (6) 
Figure 3. A bottom-up tree transducer and its effect on an input tree 
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from Tg to whenever M is an effectively deterministic transducer. 
Otherwise, Tr., is a relation. 
M 
We have noted that tree transducers are generalizations of the 
generalized sequential machines (gsm) of conventional (string) automata 
theory and that gsm's are basically finite automata which have been 
extended to produce output. The purpose of a finite automaton is to 
recognize all the words of a regular language. We shall see that a tree 
transducer can be used to recognize all the derivation trees or syntax 
trees of a context-free grammar. 
A tree automaton A = (Z,Z,q,q^,R) is a tree transducer whose input 
and output alphabets are identical and whose rules are restricted as 
stated below. If A is a top-down tree automaton, then every rule in R 
is either of the form q(cr) -»• a if oeZg or q(o(x^...x^)) -> a(q^(x^)... 
qj^(Xk)) if for some k^l. If A is a bottom-up tree automaton, then 
every rule in R is either of the form a ->• q(a) if ogEQ or a(q^(x^)... 
qj^(Xi^)) -> q(a(Xj^.. .Xj^)) if for some k>l. 
We say that a top-down tree automaton A recognizes (or accepts) a 
tree tcT^ provided q(t) => t for some qeQ^. Likewise, if A is a 
bottom-up tree automaton, then we say that A recognizes (or accepts) 
teTj, whenever t => q(t) for some qcQ^. We say that a set of trees 
is recognizable if there exists a tree automaton A such that 
S = {t; A recognizes t}. 
There are a number of well-known results about recognizers and 
recognizable sets. We shall mention several of them below. 
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(11.4) Theorem. The domain of every tree transducer is a 
recognizable set [16]. 
(11.5) Theorem. Every recognizable set is recognizable by a 
deterministic bottom-up tree automaton [11]. 
In fact, the following three classes of tree automata all recognize 
precisely the same sets of trees; deterministic bottom-up, 
nondeterministic bottom-up, and nondeterministic top-down. The 
deterministic top-down tree automata are, however, less powerful. There 
are recognizable sets of trees which are not recognizable by any 
deterministic top-down tree automaton. These results are discussed in 
[11]. 
Another of the well-known results demonstrates the relationship 
between context-free grammars and tree automata. As a direct 
consequence of this result, which is stated in (II.6), the set of all 
derivation trees of a context-free grammar is recognizable. 
Let and be alphabets ranked by r^ and r^, respectively. A 
projection ir: ^ Eg Is a rank preserving function. That is, for all 
seE^ we have r2(n(s)) = r^(s). The mapping ir can be extended in a 
natural way to ir* : T^ ->• T by defining N*(s) = IT(S) whenever r. (s) = 
"1 ^2 
0 and n*(s(t^...t^)) = n(8)(n*(t^)...n*(t^)) whenever r^(s) = k and 
t^sTg for i=l k. The extended map tt* is also called a projection. 
(11.6) Theorem. Every recognizable set of trees is the image of a 
projection from the set of derivation trees of a context-free grammar 
[10,17]. 
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From a practical standpoint, we would like a result which says that 
syntax trees, rather than derivation trees, of a context-free grammar 
are recognizable by tree automata. Such a result would enable us to use 
a tree transducer to do syntax-directed translation of parsed code since 
a parser, in effect, produces syntax trees from source code. Such a 
result is an immediate consequence of the following theorem. 
(II.7) Theorem. Every recognizable set is the image of a 
projection from the set of proper syntax trees of a context-free grammar. 
Proof. Let Z be a recognizable subset of for some alphabet E 
ranked by r, and let A = (2,S,Q,Q^,R) be a deterministic bottom-up tree 
automaton which recognizes Z. 
Let G = (q,Z,P,Qj) be a context-free grammar where P is formed as 
follows. If cr ->• q(a) E R, then q ^ a e P. If a(q^(x^).. .qj^(Xj^)) ->• 
q(o(x^...x^)) E R, then q oq2'''^k ^ 
We will show that the set of trees recognized by A is the image of 
a projection from the set of proper syntax trees of G. First, we define 
a ranking function on P. Every production in P is of the form 
q -> oq^y..q^ for some ASZ, q,q^,...,q^EQ, and k>0. Let us define 
r'(q -»• aq^...q^) = k. This definition is consistent with our 
observation that the rank of a node in a tree is the number of immediate 
successors of that node. We observe that r'(q ->• oq^...q^) = r(a) for 
all productions in P. Thus we define tr: P Z by irCq -> oq^...q^) = a 
for all q ->• aq^...qj^ E P and k^O. Clearly IR is a projection. 
In the Appendix we show that n* maps the set of proper syntax trees 
of G precisely onto the set of trees recognized by A. 
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Several other well-known results about tree transducers deserve 
mention. First, the classes of transductions induced by top-down and 
bottom-up tree transducers are incomparable [16,18]. Top-down 
transducers have the ability to generate multiple copies of a subtree of 
the input tree and then can process these copies differently. Bottom-up 
transducers cannot model this behavior. On the other hand, bottom-up 
transducers can produce multiple copies of or delete subtrees of the 
output tree. Top-down transducers cannot perform these functions. The 
following examples adapted from [16] illustrate the incomparability of 
top-down and bottom-up tree transducers. 
(II.8) Example. Let T = (E,A,Q,Q^,R) be a top-down tree transducer 
where I = {a,aQ,a^} with = {a^} and = {E,a^}, A = {o,aQ,bQ,a^,b^} 
with AQ = {a^.b^}, A^ = {a^,b^}, and = {o}, Q = = {q}, and R 
contains 
q(a(x^)) ->• a(q(x^)q(x^)), 
q(a^(x^)) -> a^(q(x^)) , 
q(a^(x^)) ->• b^(q(x^)) , 
qfag) -> a^, and 
qCap) -^bg. 
It is reasonably easy to see why no bottom-up tree transducer can 
induce Tr^. If T encounters an input tree a(t) where t = 
a^(a^(...(a^(aQ))...)), it first creates a tree a(q(t)q(t)) and then 
processes each copy of t independently. Since T is nondeterministic, it 
will produce many outputs for the given input, and in many of these, the 
outputs associated with the two copies of t will be different. A 
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bottom-up tree transducer would process t before reading o. Upon 
reading o it could, at best, make two identical copies of the output 
associated with t. Thus no bottom-up tree transducer can induce Tr^. 
(II.9) Example. Let B = (E,A,Q,Q^,R') be a bottom-up tree 
transducer where E, A, Q, and are as in (II.8) and R' contains 
ao qCag), 
ao -> qCbg), 
aj^(q(x^)) q(a^(x^)) , 
a^(q(x^)) -> q(b^(x^)), 
a(q(x^)) q(o(x^x^)) . 
Again, it is fairly simple to see why no top-down tree transducer T 
can induce Tr^. When B encounters the input tree a(t) = o(a^(a^(... 
(a^(aQ))...))), it first nondeterministically translates t to some T, and 
then A(q(T)) => q(A(TT)). A top-down transducer would first create 
G(q^(t)q2(t)) for some states q^ and q^ and then would need to translate 
both copies of t to T. Clearly T would need to be nondeterministic to 
create T from t, and hence it would have the ability to translate t in 
other ways as well. Hence a(TT) is only one of many possible outputs a 
top-down transducer would produce from o(t). Thus no top-down tree 
transducer can induce Tr^. 
Baker [18] and Engelfriet [16] have both shown that every 
transduction induced by a top-down tree transducer can be induced by two 
bottom-up tree transducers in composition. Similarly, they have shown 
that the transduction induced by a bottom-up tree transducer can be 
performed by two top-down transducers in composition. These results, 
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together with the incomparability of top-down and bottom-up transducers, 
show that neither the class of top-down nor bottom-up tree transducers 
is closed under composition. 
Many other facts about tree transducers are known but are not 
necessary for an understanding of this paper. The approach to tree 
transduction in this chapter has been distinctly automata-theoretic. We 
have studied a type of finite state machine which both inputs and 
outputs trees, and we have seen how these machines relate to both the 
derivation trees and syntax trees of context-free grammars. In the next 
chapter, we will look at tree transduction from an algebraic, rather than 
automata-theoretic, point of view. In Chapter IV, we will examine the 
relationship of the two approaches. 
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III. AN ALGEBRAIC APPROACH TO TREE TRANSDUCTION 
In this chapter, we will consider sets of trees to be algebras, 
and we will describe tree transducers in terms of homomorphisms between 
algebras. In the next chapter we will examine the relationship between 
the algebraic approach presented here and the automata-theoretic 
approach presented in the previous chapter. The material discussed in 
this chapter is due to Krishnaswamy and Strawn [13]. 
Let P be a set whose elements we will call operation symbols, and 
let N be a set whose elements we will call sorts. Then a type is a 
function r; P ->• N*xN*. If P is finite, then r is a finite type. 
A context-free grammar G = (N,E,P,S) with sets N of nonterminals, 
E of terminals, P of productions and S of start symbols gives rise to a 
type in a natural way. The type of G is the function r: P -)• N*xN* where 
for all peP, if p is n ^  n,n^,...,n^eN and 
0Q,0^,...,a^EZ*, then r(p) = (n^...n^,n). Henceforth, the term "type r" 
denotes a type r: P -> N*xN*. 
A type r gives rise to a class of algebras of type r. Each algebra 
of type r has underlying sets indexed by N and operations Indexed by P. 
Formally, an algebra of type r (or r-algebra) A is a pair ({A^^^^Q,{P^}p^p) 
where each A^ is an underlying set and each p^ is an operation. 
Furthermore, if r(p) = (a,3), then p^: a" ->• A^ where for all acN*, 
= {d)} if ot = X and a'* = A x...xA if a = n-...n, . 
"i "k ^ ^ 
For the purposes of this paper, we will usually restrict ourselves 
to discussing only those classes of algebras which result from those 
types r for which r: P ->• N*X(NLI{A}). Hence if r(p) = (A,n) where 
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a = n. for some k>0, then we have p.: A'* •> A , and if t, eA for 
1 Tc A n i 
1 = 1 , t h e n  p ^ ( t ^ . .  . t j ^ ) E A ^ .  S i m i l a r l y ,  i f  r ( p )  =  ( A , n ) ,  t h e n  
p.: {6} ->• A , and we write p.eA . 
'^A n An 
For every type r, there is an important r-algebra W, called the 
word algebra of type r or the word r-algebra. The underlying sets of W 
are the smallest sets for neN determined by the following rule. If 
peP, r(p) = (a,n) and xew", then pxeW^ if a f A and peW^ if a = X. The 
operations of W are evaluated as follows. If peP, r(p) = (a,n), and 
xeW®, then p^^(x) = px if a f A and p^^^) = p if a = X. 
The word r-algebra is important for a number of reasons. For 
example, the word r-algebra has a very important interpretation when r 
is the type of a context-free grammar G = (N,E,P,S). The elements of W^, 
for every neN, are precisely the left parses associated with the 
(leftmost) derivations of terminal strings from the nonterminal n. Thus, 
when P is interpreted as a ranked alphabet where the ranking function r' 
is defined by r'(p) = |a| whenever r(p) = (a,n), then the elements of 
the underlying sets of W are the syntax trees of G. 
Some of the previous discussion will be illustrated by (III.l), 
which will be referenced frequently throughout this paper. The grammar 
we will use is a context-free grammar for a sublanguage of APL [4]. It 
is a working grammar for lexically analyzed code, rather than for source 
strings. 
(III.l) Example. Let APL = (N^,Z^,P^,S^) be the context-free 
grammar shown in Figure 4. The type of APL, r^^: also 
shown in Figure 4. 
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APL = (N^,E^,P^,S^) where 
= {Exp,Bas,Exp'}, = {Con,Var,Op,(,)}, 
= {Exp}, and is given below. 
Name of production p Actual production p ^1^^^ 
B Exp -> Bas (Bas,Exp) 
OE Exp -> Op Exp (Exp,Exp) 
VE Exp Var Exp (Exp,Exp) 
BOE Exp Bas Op Exp (Bas Exp, Exp) 
BVE Exp 4- Bas Var Exp (Bas Exp, Exp) 
C Bas ->• Con (A,Bas) 
V Bas -> Var (A,Bas) 
E' Bas (Exp') (Exp',Bas) 
E Exp' -> Exp (Exp,Exp') 
Figure 4. The grammar APL and its type 
The word r,-algebra W- consists of underlying sets W. „ , W. „ , 11 l,Exp l,Bas 
and and operation symbols B^ , OE^^ , E^ . Clearly 
according to the rules of operation evaluation in a word algebra, the 
expression BVK (C„ B (V„ )) = BVE C B V is an element of W- „ 
1 1 11 ' P 
But BVE C B V is the parse corresponding to the leftmost derivation 
Exp => Bas Var Exp => Con Var Exp => Con Var Bas => Con Var Var, Thus 
BVE C B V is a syntax tree of the APL grammar. 
Another important r-algebra is the string algebra of type r. Let 
r be the type of a context-free grammar G = (N,Z,P,S). Then the string 
algebra of type r (or string r-algebra) ST is a pair ^^ST^peP^ 
where ST^ = Z* for all neN. If peP is n -> "q I^ I^ * ^^ere a^eZ>'« 
for 1=1, ...,k, n,n^,...,n^GN, and x = (x^.. .Xj^)eST^ x...xST^ , then 
1 k 
Pg^Cx) = a^x^cr^.. .Xj^Oj^. Once we have discussed the concept of 
homomorphisms between r-algebras, we will be able to see the connection 
between the string r-algebra and L(G), the set of strings generated by G. 
A homomorphism of r-algebras is a family of operation preserving 
functions. It is the natural extension of the concept of homomorphism 
of classical algebras (in which N is a singleton set) [19]. 
Let A and B be r-algebras. A homomorphism h: A -»• B of_ r-algebras 
is a family of functions {h : A -> B } „ such that for every peP, if 
n n n neN ^ ' 
r(p) = (a,n), x = x^...x^EA^ where k = |a|, then h^^p^(x)) = 
Pg(h^ (x^).. .h^(Xj^)) and h^(p^(x)) eB^. Naturally, if r(p) = (A,n), 
then h (p.) = p„eB . Each h is called a component of the 
n ^A n n 
homomorphism h. 
We will often consider homomorphisms h: W ->• B where W is the word 
r-algebra and B is any r-algebra. Since the underlying sets of W are 
always disjoint, we often write h(x) for h^^x) when xeW^, since it is 
understood which component of h we are applying. 
The set of all homomorphisms h: A -> B where A and B are arbitrary 
r-algebras can be arbitrarily large. However, in the case where A is W, 
the word r-algebra, there is a unique homomorphism from A into B [20]. 
This fact is central to the development of the algebraic tree transducer. 
(III.2) Theorem. Let r;P -»• N*xN* be a type. Let W be the word 
r-algebra, and let A be any r-algebra. Then there is a unique 
homomorphism h: W -> A. 
The proof of (III.2) can be found in [20]. 
Let us consider for a moment the homomorphism h: M ^ ST where W is 
the word r-algebra, ST is the string r-algebra, and r is the type of the 
context-free grammar G = (N,E,P,S). We claim that for all neN and WEW^, 
we have h(w) = zeE* if and only if w is the parse corresponding to the 
leftmost derivation of the string w from the nonterminal n. That is, 
h associates every syntax tree of G with the terminal string for which 
it is a parse. Thus h(W) = U h (W ) = L(G') where G' = (N,E,P,N), and 
nciN Ti n 
furthermore U h (W ) = L(G). 
n£b n n 
Our goal for the remainder of this chapter will be to develop 
"semantic-preserving" tree transducers within the algebraic framework we 
have described. This requires that we incorporate some notion of 
semantics into this framework. We will do so via the language 
definition system. 
Let G be a context-free grammar with type r, and let A be an 
arbitrary r-algebra. Then a language definition system (LDS) is a pair 
D = (G,A) whose underlying grammar is G and whose algebraic semantics 
is A. 
We intuitively think of semantics as some assignment of meaning to 
every string in a language. Based on our previous discussions of string 
algebras and homomorphisms from word algebras, we can easily see how an 
LDS is consistent with our intuitive notion of semantics. Let D = (G,A) 
be an LDS where G = (N,E,P,S) has type r, and let W be the word 
r-algebra. Then W contains precisely the set of syntax trees of G. 
Furthermore, there is a unique homomorphism a from W into ST, the string 
r-algebra, and o(W) is precisely the set of terminal strings which can 
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be derived from the nonterminals of G. We call a the concrete syntax 
homomorphlsm of D. There is also a unique homomorphism JJ: W ->• A, which 
we call the semantic homomorphism of D. These algebras and homomorphisms 
are depicted in Figure 5. 
We now have a rigorous syntax-directed method of assigning a 
meaning to every string in o(W). Let SEO(W). Then {y(w); 0(w) = s} is 
the set of all meanings associated with s. From this point on, we will 
think of languages as sets of strings together with their meanings, and 
we will speak of L(D), the language of D, where L(D) = {(cJ(w) ,y (w)) : 
weU gW }. From this definition, it is easy to see that L(D) determines 
a function if and only if G is an unambiguous grammar. 
In order to define algebraic tree transducers, we will also need 
the notions of "derived" and "represented" typeso Derived types are 
necessary because we will often want our transducers to produce output 
based on a configuration of nodes in the input tree rather than based on 
single nodes, as conventional tree transducers do. For example, we will 
ultimately construct a tree transducer whose input trees are the syntax 
trees of the grammar APL given in Figure 4. We will want this transducer 
cr 
strings syntax trees meanings 
Figure 5. The assignment of meanings to strings 
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to produce output trees based on the following portions of input trees; 
B(C), B(V), B(E'(E(x^))), OE(x^), BOE(V x^), BOE(V x^), BOE(E'(E(x^)) Xg), 
BVE(C x^), BVE(V x^), and BVE(E'(E(x^)) Xg). We will explain how to 
construct the derived type r for any type r, and we will see that the 
configurations we have specified correspond to operations in the type 
derived from APL. Represented types are necessary to allow us to 
translate between languages whose underlying grammars are of different 
types. 
Let r: P ^  N*xN* be a type. Then the derived type of r is a type 
r: P -v N*xN* where P is the smallest set such that 
1) P c P and r(p) = r(p) for all peP, 
2) {x": acN* and 0^i^|a|} c P and r(x") = (a,a^) if i>0 and 
rCX^) = ia,X), and 
3) If qQ,q^,...,q^EP with r(q^) = for i=l,...,k and if 
rCq^) = (a,n), then q = q^Eq^.. .qj^JeP and r(q) = (3,n). 
An element x" of P is called a projection. We note that, for all 
intents and purposes, P is a subset of the set of trees over the infinite 
alphabet which consists of the elements of P and all the projections. 
Since r is a type it gives rise to a class of r-algebras. Those 
r-algebras derived from r-algebras are of special importance. Let 
r; P -> N*xN* be a type, and let A be an r-algebra. Then the derived 
r-algebra A is the r-algebra ({A^}^^^, fp^^pg'p) where 
1) A = A for all neN, and 
n n 
2) If r(p) = (a,n), then p^: a" ->• A^, and if r(p) = (a,X), then 
p^; A** {(|)}. Furthermore 
a) P^= p^ for all peP, 
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b) XQ ^(x) = ^ for all oeN* and xeA, 
c) X™ ^(X) = for all oeN* and XGA", and 
We call the operations of A derived operations. 
(III.3) Example. Let r^ be the type of the grammar APL given in 
Figure 4, and let r^ be the type derived from r^. Let be the word 
r^-algebra, and let be the derived r^-algebra. Then the operations 
of W, are indexed by P. where P. (= P_, {x": aeN* and 0<i<|al}c= P , and, 
1  " ^ 1  1  —  1  i  '  '  —  1  
among others, such expressions as B[C], B[V], X^*^, X^^® B[X^^^], 
and BVE[X°== xf' Expj, ^ Exp Expj elements of 
In fact, we can show that there is an operation symbol in P^ associated 
with each configuration mentioned previously as a desired input to the 
transducer we will construct. 
We can clearly see that for any type r and set P, the resulting 
set P of derived operation symbols is infinite. Furthermore, P contains 
many operation symbols which represent the same derived operation in a 
derived r-algebra. For instance, in (III.3) both X^*P[B[C]] and B[C] 
represent the derived operation B(C). We list below several identities 
which are true in every derived r-algebra A. 
1) XQ[p^...p^J^' = XQ ^ whenever r(p^) = (3,oi^) for l^ijk= |a|. 
2 )  X i E P i " =  P i , A '  
3) Po[pr--Pk]t^r--%^A = 
4) p[X^...X^]^ = p^ whenever r(p) = (a,n) for some neN. 
We can use the preceding identities to find a "simplest" element 
q of P such that = p^ for any given peP. We will say that such a q 
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is in "normal form." Let r: p -> N*xN* be a type with derived type r. 
Then peP is in normal form if either p = for some OIEN* and 0^i^| A | or 
p = PQ[P^...PJ^] where PQGP and p^ is in normal form for i=l,...,k. 
That is, operation symbols in normal form have projections along the 
frontiers of their associated derived operations and elements of P at all 
branching nodes. 
(111.4) Theorem. Let r be the derived type of r: P -> N*xN*. Then 
for each peP, there is a unique qeP in normal form such that for every 
derived r-algebra A, q^' = p^ . 
Another important theorem concerning r-algebras and r-algebras says 
that they have the same sets of homomorphisms. As a consequence, there 
is a unique homomorphism from the derived word r-algebra (i.e., the 
algebra derived from the word r-algebra) to any derived r-algebra Ao 
(111.5) Theorem. Let r be a type with derived type r. Let A and 
B be r-algebras, and let A and B be their derived r-algebras. Then 
h: A ->• B is a homomorphism of r-algebras if and only if h; A ->• B is a 
homomorphism of r-algebras. 
We now turn our attention to representable types and represented 
algebras. Let r': P' -> N'*xN'* and r: P -> N*xN* be types. Let 
n: N' ->• N and ir: P' ->• P be functions. Furthermore, let n extend to 
domain N'* and codomain N* by the rules n(A) = X and n(n^^.. .n^) = 
n(n^)...n(n^). If for each p'eP' with r'(p') = (a,3) we have r(n(p')) = 
(n(a)>n(3))» then we say that r' is representable in r via n and IT. 
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Given an r-algebra A and a type r' that is representable in r via 
n and ÏÏ, we can construct a unique r'-algebra A' which is defined in 
terms of the underlying sets and operations of A. Let r': P' ^  
be representable in r: P ->• via n : N' ->• N and ir; P' -> P, and let 
A be an r-algebra. Then we say that the r'-algebra A' = 
{t7(p)A}P P^') is represented in A. 
(III.6) Example. Let r^ be the type of the grammar APL as given 
in Figure 4, let r^ be the type derived from r^, and let r' : P* ->• N'*xN'* 
be a type where N" = {Y,Z}, P' = {1,2,...,22}, and r' is as shown in 
Figure 6, Let n^: N' ->• be given by = n^(Z) = Exp, and let 
ir^: P' ->• P^ be shown in Figure 6. 
We claim that r ' is representable in r^ via and TT^. This is 
clear because is a constant function. Hence, as long as n^(p) and p 
are operations having the same number of arguments, we can be sure that 
the representability condition is met. Consequently the word r'-algebra 
W' is representable in the word r^-algebra W^ by the r'-algebra W^' = 
({W , \} M,,{n(p):T } We note that the operations of the 
n(n) neN' W^ peP' 
represented algebra W^' are precisely the inputs we have said we will 
want for the transducer we will build. 
We are now ready to use the algebraic concepts we have been 
discussing to formulate a mechanism for performing language translation. 
The transducer we will define will transform syntax trees of one grammar 
into syntax trees of another grammar. Translation from source strings 
to target strings will require only the additional application of the 
appropriate concrete syntax homomorphisms. 
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p r'(p) %l(p) 
1 (A,Y) B[C] 
2 (A,Z) B[C] 
3 (A,Y) B[V] 
4 (X,Z) B[V] 
5 (Y,Y) B[E'[E[xGxP]]] 
6 (Y,Z) B[E'[E[xGxP]]] 
7 (Y,Y) OE[X^*P] 
8 (Y,Z) OE[xJ^P] 
9 (Z,Y) VEEX^XP] 
10 (Z,Z) VEExJ^P] 
11 (Y,Y) BOEEC X^*P] 
12 (Y,Z) BOEEC X^XP] 
13 (Y,Y) BOEEV X^XP] 
14 (Y,Z) BOEEV X^*P] 
15 (YY,Y) BOEEE'[EEX^*P 
16 (YY,Z) BOEEE'EEEX^^P ' 
17 (Y,Y) BVEEC X^XP] 
18 (Y,Z) BVEEC X^*P] 
19 (Z,Y) BVEEV X^XP] 
20 (z,z) BVEEV X^XP] 
21 (YY,Y) BVEEE'EEEX^XP ' 
22 (YY,Z) BVEEE'EEEX^*P ' 
]] x! Exp Exp 
]] X Exp Exp ] 
ItCol 
1[V„1 
Int 
X 
i[xj"^] 
OgiiECo xi*t] 
itO^IlEGg Xl"t]] 
V^I*[03l[xJ"^]] 
VgiAEo^iEx^^t]] 
OgllEX^nt xl"t 
ItOgllEX^nt Xg"^ 
VgiiECg xi"t] 
lEVgiiECg xi"t]] 
v^i^EVgiAExJ"*^*]] 
VgllEX^^t ^Int Int] 
Int Int „Int Int 
lEVgiiEx; Xr ' ] ]  
Figure 6. The type r' and the representations of its operations in 
r^ and r^ 
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Let be a context-free grammar of type r^: 4- N^*xN^* for 
1=1,2. Let a^: •> ST^ be the concrete syntax homomorphism from to 
the string r.-algebra ST, for 1=1,2. Then a set Tcr U, . .W, x 
11 — (n^jn^JeS l,n^ 
W„ for S c S^xSn is called a tree transduction. Furthermore T induces 
/,n2 — 1 Z 
a string transduction ST^ = {(a^(t^),a2(t2)): (t^,t2)eT}. 
As mentioned before, we are primarily interested in transductions 
which preserve semantics. We will call such transductions translations. 
We will say that a transduction T (or ST^) is "semantic-preserving" if 
for every (t^,t2)ET (or (s^js^)eST^) , t^ and t^ (or s^^ and s^) have a 
meaning in common. The formal definitions follow. 
Let be an LDS where = (N^,E^,P^,S^) has type r^ and 
word algebra W^ for 1=1,2. Let W^ ->• ST^ be the concrete syntax 
homomorphism from W^ into the string r^-algebra ST^, and let W^ ->• 
be the semantic homomorphism from W^ into the semantic algebra A^ for 
1=1,2. Then a tree transduction Ti= U. . _W. xW for 
- (n^,n2)eS l,n^ 2,n2 
S c S^xSg is a semantic-preserving tree transduction between and Dg, 
or a tree translation, provided w^(t^) = ^2(^2) for all (t^,t2)eT. 
Furthermore, the string transduction ST^ induced by a tree translation 
is said to be a language translation. 
We have seen that a tree transduction is merely a relation between 
two algebras. As yet, we have no means of performing a transduction 
other than by consulting a table for the entire transduction relation. 
This clearly is not a satisfactory situation. In most cases it is 
impractical, if not impossible, to maintain such a table for all possible 
inputs. We will now see how the notions of derived and represented types 
and homomorphisms between algebras can be used to define tree transducers 
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for which we can evaluate the output associated with a given input by 
considering the input tree to be composed of derived operations. In 
many cases, this will enable us to write a finite table, called a 
"translation table," for a transduction. 
Let = (G^,A^) be an LDS where S^) has type 
r^: •+ with word algebra for 1=1,2, Let r': P' N'*xN'* 
be representable in both r^ and r^, and let W^' be the r'-algebra 
represented in the word r^-algebra for 1=1,2. Also, let 
h^: W* W^' be the unique homomorphism from W' into W^' for 1=1,2. 
Then the relation T = hgOh^ ^ C is called the algebraic tree 
transducer induced by the representations of r' r^ and 
Furthermore, if for some S c N' we have n^(s)eS^ for all seS and for 
1=1,2, then T is said to induce a tree transduction Tr^= {(h^(W),h2(w)): 
"cUseS "'s'-
(III.7) Example. Let us construct an algebraic tree transducer to 
convert syntax trees of the grammar APL of type r^ given in Figure 4 
into syntax trees of the grammar INT of type given in Figure 7. 
First we must find a type r' which is representable in both r^ and r^ 
and specify functions Hg, and which Induce the representations. 
Then we need only construct the appropriate homomorphisms, and our work 
will be done. 
We know that the type r' given in Figure 6 is representable In r^ 
via the functions and where n^(n) = Exp for all neN' and ir^ is as 
given in Figure 6. We claim that the type r' is also representable in 
r^ via rig: N' ->• and ir^: P' Pg where HgtY) = Int and rigCZ) = Int* 
and TTg is as given In Figure 6, 
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INT : " (N,,: 2,P2,S2) where 
«2 = {Int,Int*}, Zg = {ConQ,VarQ,Var^,Var2,Varg .Opg.Op^.Opg.Op 
^2 = {Int}, and Pg is given below. 
production p Actual production p '2 (p) 
% Int ->• Con^ (X,Int) 
Vo Int Var^ (X,Int) 
Oil Int Op^ Int (Int,Int) 
V^I* Int ->• Var^ Int* (Int*,Int) 
Ogll Int Op2 Int Int (Int Int,Int) 
Vgll Int -> Var2 Int Int (Int Int,Int) 
I Int* ->• Int (Int,Int*) 
Int* ^  Opg Int (Int,Int*) 
Vgl* Int* ->• Var^ Int* (Int*,Int*) 
Figure 7. The grammar INT and its type 
Let be the word r^-algebra for 1=1,2. Then the homoraorphlsms we 
require to define our transducer T are h^: W' -> W^' and h^: W' Wg' 
where W' Is the word r'-algebra and W^' and ' are the r'-algebras 
represented in the derived word r^- and rg-algebras, respectively. We 
recall that for w = p^, (w^.. .Wj^)eW', we have h^(py, (w^.. .Wj^)) = 
for 1=1,2. Thus h^ and h^ are readily available 
from the finite table in Figure 6. (We will call any tabular form of 
determining the output of an algebraic tree transducer based on 
components of the input tree a translation table for the transduction. 
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We note that whenever the common representable type is finite, we can 
produce a finite translation table for the transduction. Examples of 
translation tables are given in Figures 6 and 9.) Since = {Exp} and 
Sg = {Int} while n^fY) = Exp and ngX?) = Int, we have T = HGOH^ ^  
and Tr_^ = { (h^(w) ,h2(w)  : weW'y}. 
We will examine the action of T on one element of W'^» namely 
19^,(20^,(2^,)). Applying the homomorphism h^ for i=l,2, we see that 
h^ Y(19w,(20%,(2^,))) = ^^(19)- (hi^2(20%,(2%,))) since r'(19) = (Z,Y) 
= Tr^(19):jy (tt^(20)- (h^ 2,(2^^))) since r'(20) = (Z,Z) 
= 71^(19)- (ïï^(20)- (iT^(2)- )) since r'(2) = (A,Z). 
i i i 
Now, evaluating this expression according to Figure 6 for i=l, we get 
hl,Y(19w'(20w'(2w'))) = *i(19)w (*i(20)w (*(0)) 
= TT (19)^ (BVE(V B(C))) = BVE(V BVE(V B(C))). i 
Similarly for i=2, we get 
= 17^(19)^ (V3I*(V3I*(I(CQ)))) = V^I*(V2l*(V2l*(V2l*(I(Co))))). 
Hence when given the input tree BVE(V BVE(V B(C))), T outputs 
V^I > V ( V 3 I * ( V 3 I * ( V 3 I A ( I ( CQ ) ) ) ) ) .  
For the sake of simplicity, we have made no mention of the semantic 
algebras associated with either APL or INT, and so we cannot comment on 
whether or not the algebraic tree transducer T we have specified is 
semantic-preserving. 
Semantic-preserving tree transducers are, of course, necessary for 
correct translators. In this regard, we would like to be able to 
determine without exhaustive checking whether an algebraic tree 
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transducer is semantic-preserving. The following definition and theorem 
will give us a means of doing this. 
Let = (G^,A^) be an LDS where has type r^ with word algebra 
for i=l,2. Let r' be representable in both r^ and r^. In addition, 
let ^ be the semantic homomorphism of for i=l,2. Let T be 
the algebraic tree transducer induced by the representations of r' in r^ 
and r^. Then x is operation preserving if 
1) (h (W )) = p„ (h_ (W )) = Z for all neN' and 
-LjTi x^ri n 6 Y n 6 ^ n n n 
2) P7 |Z^ = pT jz" for all peP' with r'(p) = (a,n) where pr- |z° 
1 * 2 '  i '  
denotes the restriction of pr to Z°' for i=l,2. 
(III.8) Theorem. If x is an operation preserving algebraic tree 
transducer, then Tr^ is a tree translation and ST^ is a language 
translation. 
There do exist algebraic tree transducers which are not operation 
preserving but which do induce tree translations (i.e., semantic-
preserving tree transductions). However, it is not easy to determine, 
given X which is not operation preserving, whether or not Tr^ is 
semantic-preserving. 
In summary, we have shown how the sets of syntax trees and strings 
generated by a context-free grammar can be given an algebraic 
interpretation. We have shown how to use the notions of defined and 
represented types and homomorphisms between algebras to define tree 
transductions on syntax trees which also induce string transductions 
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between languages. (See Figure 8.) Finally, we have presented a 
condition under which the transductions induced by algebraic tree 
transducers are semantic-preserving. 
Figure 8. Pictorial representation of an algebraic tree transducer 
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IV. A COMPARISON OF AUTOMATA-THEORETIC AND ALGEBRAIC 
APPROACHES TO TREE TRANSDUCTION 
In Chapters II and III we have explored both automata-theoretic and 
algebraic approaches to tree transduction. In this chapter we will 
examine the relationship between the two approaches. 
We saw in Chapter II that neither the class of top-down nor the 
class of bottom-up tree transducers is closed under composition. In 
contrast, (IV.1) shows that algebraic tree transducers are closed under 
composition. Hence algebraic tree transducers are not equivalent to 
either top-down or bottom-up tree transducers. We shall see, in fact, 
that algebraic tree transducers are more powerful than either top-down 
or bottom-up tree transducers. 
(IV.1) Theorem. Let and be algebraic tree transducers. 
Then there exists an algebraic tree transducer T such that Tr_^ is 
precisely the transduction induced by the composition TgOT^. 
Proof. Let D^ = (G^,A^) be an LDS where has type r^: N^AxN^* 
with word r^-algebra W^ for i=l,2,3. Let r'; P' ->• N'*xN'* be 
representable in both r^ and r^, and let r": P" -> N"*xN"A be 
representable in both r^ and r^. Let W' and W" be the word r'- and 
r"-algebras, respectively. Let f^: W' 4- W^', f^: W' -> Wg', g^^: W" -*• W^", 
and gg: W" ->• W^" be the indicated unique homomorphisms. Let = fgOf^ ^ 
and Tg = ggOg^ ^ be the resulting algebraic tree transducers. Then 
Tr = {(t-,t-)eW 'xW„"; there exists t„EW„' fl W„" such that i J i J  I 2. L 
(t^,t2)eTr_^ and (tg.tgïcTr^ }. 
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Let : P -> N*xN* be a type where P = Tr and N = N, xN„. For 
TgO?! 1 3 
all p = (t^,t2)EP, let r^(p) = r^fft^.tg)) = (AjCn^.n^)) whenever 
t. EW. ' and t„EW„" . Let us define RI : N + N. , IT. : P ->• P^, 
•L -L y n*! j 9 ^ ^3 J- i 
Hg: N -> N^, and ir^: P ^  P^ by n^CCn^j^jn^)) = n^, for all (n^,ng)EN and 
^i^^^l'^3^) = t^ for all (ti»tg)EP for i=l,3. Then r'' is representable 
in r^ and r^ because for 1=1,3 we have ri(n^(t^,tg)) = r^^t^) = (A,nu) = 
(n^(X),ni((n^,ng))) for all (t^,t2)eP such that r^CCt^.t^)) = (X.Cn^jn^)). 
Let h^: w''' -> be the unique homomorphism from the word r^-algebra 
in t o  t h e  d e r i v e d  w o r d  r ^ - a l g e b r a  f o r  i = l , 3 ,  a n d  l e t  T  =  h ^ o h ^  ^ '  
Then Tr = {(h^ (w) ,h„(w)) : W E U  } where I = {heN : n, (n)ES. and 
X X «J tic X m X X 
ng(n)ESg} and is the set of start symbols of for i=l,3. 
We claim that Tr = Tr . Let (t.,t„)ETr . Then t. = h_(w) and X  X Q O X —  X  J  I  X X  
tg = hg(w) for some where Tij^(n)ES^ and n2(n)ESg. But since W" has 
type r^: P -> N*xN* and P consists only of nullary operation symbols, we 
must have w = p for some psP. Furthermore since h^(p) = t^, we have 
n. (p) = t, for 1=1,3, and hence p = (t_,t_)ETr . Thus Tr <= Tr . 
i ^ i ' ' ^13 TgOT^ T — ^2 1 
Conversely, if , then (t^,tg)EP and = (A.Cn^.n^)) 
for some n^sS^ and n^sS^. Consequently, h^((t^,t2)) = ir^Ct^.t^) = 
VV,n^ so that Thus 
Tr c Tr , and so Tr = Tr 
T2°TI - t2°Tl 
Unfortunately, (IV.1) is solely of theoretical, rather than 
practical, value because the transducer T which performs the composition 
TgOT^ is based on an infinite type even when r^, r^, and r^ are all 
finite types. The resulting transducer T has an infinite translation 
table which is simply the relation T itself. 
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As a direct result of (IV.1) and the fact that neither the class 
of top-down nor bottom-up tree transducers is closed under composition, 
we have the following theorem. 
(IV.2) Theorem. The class of algebraic tree transducers is not 
equivalent to either the class of top-down or the class of bottom-up 
tree transducers. 
For applications to computing, we are primarily interested in 
transducers which, like the automata-theoretic transducers we considered 
in Chapter II, can be implemented using finite translation tables. As 
we commented in (III.7), an algebraic tree transducer T has a finite 
translation table whenever T = HGOH^ ^ where h^ and h^ are both 
homomorphisms of r'-algebras for some finite type r'. For the remainder 
of this paper, we will use the term algebraic tree transducer to refer 
to those transducers which have finite translation tables. When we wish 
to refer to transducers which may be built from homomorphisms of 
algebras of an infinite type, we will use the term infinite algebraic 
tree transducer. 
We will now examine the relationship between algebraic tree 
transducers and bottom-up tree transducers. We will see that the class 
of bottom-up tree transducers is equivalent to a proper subclass of the 
class of algebraic tree transducers. We will also investigate an 
automata-theoretic transducer powerful enough to model an algebraic tree 
transducer. 
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(IV.3) Example. Let us consider the translation table given in 
Figure 9. We will first construct an algebraic tree transducer which 
induces the required transduction. 
Let r^: ->• be a type where = {a,b,c,d,e}, = {q}, 
r^(a) = (q,q), r^(b) = (qq,q), r^(c) = r^(d) = (A,q), and r^(e) = (qq,q). 
Let be the word r^-algebra. Then the trees generated by the inputs 
in Figure 9 are all elements of W-i, q 
Let r^: P^ ^  ^ second type where P^ = {A,B,C,D,E}, 
Ng = {q}, rgCA) = (qq,q), r^Cb) = (qqq,q), rgCC) = r^fD) = (X,q), and 
r^CE) = (qqqq,q). Let be the word rg-algebra. Then the trees 
generated by the outputs in Figure 9 are all elements of W„ 
z,q 
Let r': P' 4- be yet a third type where P' = {1,2,3,4,5}, 
N' = {q}, r'(l) = r'(2) = (X,q), r'(3) = r'(4) = (qq,q), and r'(5) = 
(qqqq,q). Then r' is representable in both r^ and r^ via n^Cq) = 
ngCq) = q and and as shown in Figure 10. If we let W' be the 
word r'-algebra, then the unique homomorphisms h^^: W W^' and 
— -1 hg: W -4- Wg' define an algebraic tree transducer x = hgOh^ which 
induces the transduction generated by the translation table of Figure 9. 
We claim that this same transduction cannot be performed by any 
bottom-up tree transducer. We will try to construct one and see where 
the difficulties arise. Certainly the first two rows of the translation 
table can be implemented by the rules c ->• q(C) and d ->• q(D). To 
implement the third row of the table, our first attempt might be to 
encode the input symbols we read into the state of the transducer until 
we read the root of the expression which appears in the input column, 
at which time we may produce the entire output expression. This 
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input output 
/ \  
A 
/\ 
^2 
a 
B 
"S "S ''g 
*1 2^ 3^ *4 
"«2 'y 
Figure 9. A translation table for an algebraic tree transducer 
P r'(p) TTj^Cp) n2(p) 
1 (X,q) c C 
2 (X,q) d D 
3 (qq,q) a[b[a[X^^] a[X^^]]] 
4 (qq,q) b[a[]^'^] BEX^^ X^"^] 
5 (qqqq.q) e[b[a[x94qq] a[x449q]] bEaCXg^^qq] a[xqqqq]]] gj-x^qqqq ^^^qq x^^qq x^qqq^ 
Figure 10. A representation of r' in and 
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strategy would cause us to add the rule a(q(x^)) to our 
proposed set of rules. However, using this strategy we encounter 
difficulty when we read b(q^(x^) q^^Xg)). No new output is called for 
at this point, but without new output we cannot save both the x^ and Xg 
outputs. Both will be needed for the output expression we are trying to 
create. The only other reasonable alternative is to introduce 
nondeterminism at this point, i.e., to guess that the b we are reading 
is part of an expression which matches the third row, rather than the 
fifth row of Figure 9. This causes us to add b(q^(x^) q^Cxg)) -» 
qy(A(x^ Xg)) and a(q^(x^)) q(x^) to our set of rules. 
Unfortunately, we cannot use the same trick to implement the fifth 
row of the translation table. We cannot predict that we are reading a 
portion of the fifth entry since we need the expressions represented by 
x^, Xg, Xg, and x^ to create the output. These are not available as 
common descendants of one node before reading the e at the root of the 
expression. Furthermore, we cannot pass all four of these expressions 
up to the e for the same reason that we could not pass the expressions 
represented by x^ and x^ up to the a at the root of the expression in 
the third row. Consequently, this transduction cannot be effected by 
any bottom-up tree transducer. Hence algebraic tree transducers are not 
equivalent to bottom-up tree transducers. 
There is, however, an interesting connection between bottom-up tree 
transducers and algebraic tree transducers. We will see that bottom-up 
tree transducers are equivalent to a restricted form of algebraic tree 
transducers. To this end, we present the following definition and 
theorem. 
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Let T = hgOh^ ^ be an infinite algebraic tree transducer where 
h^: W* -+ W^' is a homomorphism of r'-algebras, has type 
r^: ->• and r' : P' ->• N'*xN'* is representable in r^ via 
N' -+ and IR^; P' -> P^ for 1=1,2, We say that T is simple if r' is 
representable in r^, as well as in r^, via and IR .^ That is, T is 
simple if ÏÏ^(P') C P^„ 
(IV,4) Theorem. The class of transductions induced by simple 
algebraic tree transducers is equal to the class of transductions 
induced by bottom-up tree transducers. 
Proof. Given a bottom-up tree transducer, we wish to show that 
there exists a simple algebraic tree transducer which induces the same 
transduction. 
Let B = (S,A,Q,Q^,R) be a bottom-up tree transducer. We recall 
that the transduction Tr^ Induced by B is given by Tr^ = {(t,t')eTj,xT^: 
t q(t') for some qeQ^}. 
In order to define a simple algebraic tree transducer which induces 
Tr^, we must first define language definition systems and whose 
respective algebras are T^ and T^. Let = (q,Z,P^,q^) be a context-
free grammar where P^ = {q ->• sq^...qj^: s(q^(x^) .. .qj^(x^)  ->• q(t)e R for 
some k>0 and tET^[X^]} U {q->-s: s->q(t) E R for some teT^}. Then the 
type of G^ is r^; P^ q*xQ* where we define r^(q ->• sq^...qj^) = (q^...q^,q) 
and r^(q ->• s) = (X,q) for each production in P^. Whenever its type is 
clear from the context, we refer to q ^ sq^...q^ or q ->• s simply as s. 
Let Wj^ be the word r^-algebra, and let A be any r^-algebra. We note that 
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UWj, = q = Tg, the set of input trees of B. = (G^,A^) will 
serve as our LDS for . 
In addition, let = ({Z},A,P2,Z) be a context-free grammar where 
Pg = {Z ^  dZ^(^); deA}, where 6 is the ranking function on A, and let 
the name of Z ^  dZ^^^^ be d for each production in P^. Then the type of 
Gg is r^: Pg -+ {Z}*x{z}* where for each dePg, rgCd) = (Z^(^),Z) where 
Z^ = X. Let Wg be the word r^-algebra, and let Ag be any rg-algebra. 
Then UW^ ~ ^ 2 Z ~ "^A' set of output trees of B. = (Gg.Ag) will 
serve as our LDS for T^. 
Next we need a type r' which is representable in both r^: P^ Q*xQ* 
and r^: P^ {Z}*x{Z}*, the type derived from r^. The common 
representable type will be deduced from R, the set of rules of B, since 
the input and output trees are related through R. We first observe that 
if peR is of the form s ->• q(t) for some seZ^, qeQ, and tcT^, then seP^ 
since s is the name of q -»• s. Also teT^, and hence t = d(t^...t^) for 
some deA, k>0, and t^,...,tj^eT . Consequently, by our inductive 
definition of P^, t = d(t^.. .tj^)eP2. Furthermore, if peR is of the form 
s(q^(x^)...q^(x^)) q(t) for some seE^^, q^ qj^.qeQ, and tcT^EX^], 
then by reasoning similar to that stated above, we find that if 
Xl'-'^k -
a = q_...q,, then seP and t eP„. Thus we see that for all 
JL eC JL ^ 
intents and purposes, the left-hand sides of the rules of R are elements 
of Pj^, while the right-hand sides similarly resemble elements of Pg. 
With these observations in mind, we can proceed to define r' and to give 
the necessary representations. 
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Let us define r'; R ^ Q*xQA, where R Is the set of rules of B and 
Q the set of states, by r*(p) = (A,q) whenever p Is of the form s ->• q(t) 
and r'(p) = (q-j^• • whenever p Is of the form s(q^(x^)...q^(x^)) -» 
q(t). Furthermore, let W = ({Wq}qgq,{p^,}pgg) be the word r'-algebra. 
Clearly r', r^, and r^ are all finite types since R is finite» 
To achieve the necessary representations of r' in r^ and r^, we 
let n^' Q ^ Q be the identity function and Hg: Q ^  {%} be the obvious 
constant function, and we extend and n2 to domain Q* in the usual 
manner. In addition, we define R and TÎ^ : R Pg by %^(p) = s 
and ir„(p) = t whenever p is of the form s(q. (x ).. .q, (x, ) ) -> q(t) 
Z X X K K 
and a = qj^...q^. Thus if p is s -> q(t), then r'(p) = (A,q) and 
r^(n^(p)) = r^(s) = (A,q) = (n^^X), n^^q)). Also, if p is s(q^(x^)... 
q^(x^)) -)• q(t), then r'(p) = (q^^.. .qj^,q) = (a,q) and r^(ïï^(p)) = 
r^(s) = (a,q) = (n^^a),n^(q)). Consequently r' is representable in r^. 
We can similarly show that r' is representable in r^. 
Let W^' and W^' be the r'-algebras represented in and the 
derived rg-algebra W^, respectively, and let h^: W ->• W^' and 
hg: W'->- be the unique homomorphisms from W' into the represented 
algebras. Then the relation T = HGOH^ ^  cW^'xWg' is the simple 
algebraic tree transducer induced by the representations of r* in r^ and 
r^. Furthermore, the transduction induced by T is Tr^ = {(h^(w),h2(w)): 
well _ W } since Q = {qeQ: n (q)Eq and n (q) = Z}. 
qey^ q a X d ^ 
We claim that Tr c Tr„. The details of the proof may be found in 
T — Jo 
the Appendix. 
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It remains for us to show that for every simple algebraic tree 
transducer T, there exists a bottom-up tree transducer B such that 
Trg = Tr^. 
Let = (G^,A^) be an LDS, and let be the set of start symbols 
of G, for i=l,2. Let G, have finite type r. ; P. ->• N.*xN,* with word i  i  l i i i  
r^-algebra for i=l,2. Let the finite type r' : P' be 
representable in r^ via N' and ir^; P' P^ and in r^ via 
Tig: N' Ng and : P' ->• P^. Let W* be the word r'-algebra, and let 
and Wg' be the r'-algebras represented in and respectively. 
Let h, : W -> W, ' and h„: W' Wg' be the unique homomorphisms which 
determine the simple algebraic tree transducer T = h^oh^ ^ c 'xW^'. 
Let I = {neN': rij^(n)ES^ and ngfoJcSg}. We recall that the transduction 
Tr induced by T is Tr = {h.(w),h-(w)): WEU _ W }. 
T T 1 ' 2 nel n 
In order to specify a bottom-up tree transducer B which imitates T, 
we must provide a set R of rules which relate m^(p) and ngCp) for every 
peP'. Let B = (P^jP^jN',I,R) be a bottom-up tree transducer, as 
described below. Let P^ and P^ be ranked by a and 6, respectively, 
where a and 6 are defined as follows. For all peP, if r^(p) = (X,n), 
then a(p) = 0, and if r^(p) = (n^...n^,n), then a(p) = k. Similarly, 
for all qePg, if rgCq) = (A,n), then ô(q) = 0, and if rgCq) = (n^...n^,n), 
then dgCp) = k. We obtain the set R of rules of B from r', ir^, and 
If peP' and r'(p) = (X,n), then ir^(p) -> nfngCp)) is in R. If peP' and 
n (x )...n(x ) xi...x 
r'(p) . = (o,n) then  ^  ^
1"*\ 1*"\ 
is in R. Then the transduction induced by B is Tr = {(t,t')GT xT : 
iJ Pi ^2 
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t => n(t') for some nel}. We claim that Tr^ = Tr^. The details of the 
proof are in the Appendix. 
Thus we have shown that bottom-up tree transducers are equivalent 
to simple algebraic tree transducers. We will illustrate (IV.4) with 
two examples. 
(IV.5) Example. Let B be the bottom-up tree transducer given in 
(II.9). We will construct a simple algebraic tree transducer T such 
that Tr = Tr„. 
T B 
Let = ({q},{aQ,a^,o}, P^, {q}) be a context-free grammar where 
contains 
q -> a^ (briefly a^), 
q ->• a^q (briefly a^) , and 
q -> aq (briefly a). 
Let r^^ : P^ ->• {q}*x{q}* be the type of . Then r^ is finite, ^^(3^) = 
(A,q), r^(a^) = (q,q), and r^(a) = (q,q). Let be the word r^-algebra. 
Then UW^ = W. = T . 
1 1, q E 
Let Gg = ({Z},{aQ,bQ,a^,b^,a},P2,{Z}) be a second context-free 
grammar where P^ contains 
z 
^0 (briefly a^), 
z 
^0 (briefly b^), 
z aiZ (briefly a^), 
z b^Z (briefly b^), and 
z aZZ (briefly a) . 
Let r^: P^ {Z}*x{z}*. Then r^ is also finite, ^ 2(3^) = ^^(bQ) = (A,Z), 
rgXa^) = fg/b^) = (Z,Z), and r^/o) = (ZZ,Z). Let be the word 
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fg-algebra. Then UW^ = ^ = T^. Let be the type derived from r^ 
and Wg be the derived rg-algebra. 
Let r': R -> {q}*x{q}* be yet a third finite type where r' is given 
in Figure 11. Let W be the word r'-algebra. Then r' is representable 
in both r^^ and r^ via n^(q) = q and rigfq) = Z and ir^ and T T^ as shown in 
Figure 11. Let T = HGOH^ ^  be the simple algebraic tree transducer 
formed from the unique homomorphisms h^: W' -+ and h^: W' -» Wg '. 
Then Tr = Tr„. 
T B 
r'(p) TT^(p) MgCp) 
ao -> qCag) (X.q) a^ a^ 
ao -> qCbg) (X,q) a^ b^ 
a^(q(x^)) -+ q(a^(x^)) (q,q) a^ a^[X^] 
a^CqCx^)) ->• q(b^(x^)) (q,q) q^ b^[X^] 
o(q(x^)) ->• q(o(x^,x^)) (q,q) a a[X^ X^] 
Figure 11. Construction of a simple algebraic tree transducer from a 
bottom-up tree transducer 
(IV,6) Example. Let r^/Tg, and r' be the finite types shown in 
parts (1), (2), and (3) of Figure 12, respectively. Then U must be 
the only start symbol of the underlying grammar of r^. Let us 
assume that V is the only start symbol of underlying r^. Then r' is 
representable in r^ and r^ via = n^(Z) = U, = V, rigfZ) = W, 
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r^; {a,b,c} {U}Ax{U}* r^: {A,B,C,D} ^  {V,W}*x{v,W}* 
r^(a) = (A,U) igfA) = (VV,V) 
r^(b) = (UU,U) igCB) = (X,V) 
r^(c) = (U,U) TgCC) = (X,W) 
igCD) = (W,W) 
(1) (2) 
r': {1,2,3,4} -> {Y,Z}*x{Y,Z}* 
P r'(p) Tr^(p) TT^Cp) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
a Y(A(B B)) 
a -)• Z(C) 
b(Y(x^) YfXg)) •> Y(A(A(x^ B) x^)) 
c(Z(x^)) -V Z(D(x^)) 
(4) 
Figure 12. Construction of a bottom-up tree transducer from a simple 
algebraic tree transducer 
(A,Y) a 
(X,Z) a 
(YY,Y) b 
(Z,Z) c 
(3) 
A[B B] 
A[A[x]^ B] X^] 
m^] 
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and TT^ and tr^ as shown in part (3) of Figure 12. Let t be the simple 
algebraic tree transducer induced by these representations. 
Let B = ({a,b,c}, {A,B,C,D}, {Y,Z}, {Y}, R) be the bottom-up tree 
transducer formed according to the construction used in the proof of 
(IV.4). Then R contains the rules shown in part (4) of Figure 12. 
Furthermore, Tr^ = Tr^. 
As we see from (IV.5), simple algebraic tree transducers are 
capable of imitating nondeterministic bottom-up tree transducers. If we 
wish to use tree transducers to automate translation from one language 
to another, we prefer to use deterministic transducers whenever possible 
because of the extra time complexity and additional storage required to 
handle nondeterministic processes. Hence we would like to identify the 
precise relationship between deterministic bottom-up tree transducers 
and simple finite algebraic tree transducers. 
(IV.7) Theorem. Let B = (E,A,Q,Q^,R) be a bottom-up tree 
-1 transducer and let T = HGOH^ be the simple algebraic tree transducer 
such that Tr^ = Tr^. Let TT^ and be the functions of the 
representations which relate the operation symbols of the common 
representable type r': P' -> N**xN'* to the operation symbols of r^ and 
respectively. Then B is effectively deterministic if and only if 
whenever p,qeP' are such that r'(p) = (a,n) and r'(q) = (a,n') for some 
aeN'* and n,n'eN', it is the case that n^(p) ïï^(q). 
Proof. Suppose P' contains p and q such that r'(p) = (a,n) and 
r'(q) = (a,n') for some a = n^...n^EN'* and n,n'eN', and suppose 
m^(p) = n^(q). Then R contains two rules with identical left-hand sides. 
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X. . ««x, 
namely (n^^Cx^) .. .n^^Cx^)) ->• nCir^Cp) ^ ^ 
h " ' \  
and n^(q)(n^(x^)...n^(x^)) 
Thus B is not effectively deterministic. 
On the other hand, if B is not effectively deterministic, then B 
contains two rules with identical left-hand sides, say s(qj^(x^) .. .q^^Cxj^)  
->• q(t) and s(q^(x^)...q^(x^)) ->• q'(t'). Corresponding to each of these 
rules is an operation symbol of P'. That is, there exist P , P ' EP' 
such that r'(p) = (q^.. .qj^,q), r'(p') = (q^...q^,q'), and n^(p) = 
n^(p') = s. Hence the theorem is proved. 
The example in (IV.3) shows that not every algebraic tree 
transduction can be performed by a bottom-up tree transducer. From both 
the translation table of Figure 9 and the difficulties which arise as we 
try to construct an equivalent bottom-up tree transducer, however, we 
can gain some insight into what sort of automata-theoretic tree 
transducer is required to do the job. We can see that a transducer in 
which the rules have complex left-hand, as well as right-hand, sides is 
adequate. That is, we need rules of the form t ->• q(t') where teT^, qeQ, 
and t'eT or where teT^[Q(Xj^)] and each x^eX^ appears exactly once in t. 
involves reading a number of nodes of the input tree simultaneously and 
verifying that they represent an appropriate derived operation, then 
generating the correct output. This technique, however, represents a 
significant departure from customary automata which read one input node 
at a time. We define below a more conventional automaton which will 
The most natural implementation of such a transducer 
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allow us to simulate the occurrence of transduction rules with complex 
left-hand sides. 
A bottom-up tree transducer with product output (product transducer) 
P = (i:,A,Q,Q^,R) consists of 
E, a finite input alphabet ranked by a function r^, 
A, a finite output alphabet ranked by r^, 
Q, a finite set of states each having rank 1, 
Qj(= Q, a set of designated (final) states, and 
R, a finite set of rules. 
Each rule in R is either of the form s qj^(t^).. .qj^(tj^) for some SEEQ, 
k>0, q^,.. .,qj^eQ, and t^^, ..., tj^eT, or s(q^(x^) .. .qj^(Xj^)) -> q'^(t^)... 
qi'j(tj) for some s such that rg(s)^l, k2^r^(s), j>0, q^^,... ,qj^,q'^,..., 
q'jSQ, and t^,...tjET^[X^]. 
We define Tr , the transduction induced by P, to be Tr = 
P P 
{(t,t')GT^xT^: t => q^(t^)...q^(t^) for some k>0, q^, ... ,qj^GQ, and 
tj^ t^eT^ and t' = t^ for some l<i<k such that 
We observe that every bottom-up tree transducer B = (E,A,Q,Q^,R) is 
a product transducer. The rules of B are of the form s q(t) where 
SEEQ, qeQ, and teT^ or s(q^(x^)...q^(x^)) ->• q(t) where seE^ for some 
k>l, q^^,... ,qj^,qeQ, and teT^[X^], and hence are also rules of a product 
transducer. 
Let us examine the behavior of a product transducer using (IV.8), 
(IV.8) Example. Let P = (E,A,Q,Q^,R) where E^ = {c,d}, E^ = {a}, 
Eg = {b,e}, AQ = {C,D}, Ag = {A}, A^ = {B}, and A^ = {E}. Furthermore, 
let Q = {q,qa,qbaa}, = {q}, and let R consist of 
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(1) c + q(C), 
(2) d -V q(D), 
(3) a(q(x^)) •> qg(x^), 
(4) B(Q^(XJ) * QY^/X^) QJ,^<X2), 
») a(qbaa(*l) * I**'''! *2"' 
(6) b(q^(x^) qfxg)) -»• q(B(x^ x^ Xg)), and 
"> e(qbaa(*l) Va'"2' Ibaa'^S^ ''baa'^» * qCKx^x^XjX^) ). 
Then P is a product transducer. It is, in fact, an automata-theoretic 
transducer which implements the translation table given in Figure 9, a 
table which cannot be implemented by any conventional bottom-up tree 
transducer. (See (IV.3).) 
As an illustration of the operation of P, let us consider its 
effect on the tree t = a(b(a(c) a(d))), as shown in part (1) of Figure 13. 
First, rules (1) and (2) are applied to the leaves of t to produce 
part (2). Next, rule (3) is applied twice, yielding part (3). Then 
rule (4) is invoked giving part (4). Finally rule (5) is applied, 
resulting in q(A(C D)) = q(t'), as shown in part (5). Since .qeQ^, the 
pair (t,t')ETrp. 
We will show that for every algebraic tree transducer T, there 
exists a product transducer P such that Tr = Tr . First, however, we 
p T 
will introduce some additional notation. 
Let r: P -»• N*xNA be a type, and let r; P N*xN* be the type derived 
from r. For all teP in normal form, we define t as follows. If t = p 
for some peP, then t = p. If t = x" for some acN* and i^|a|, then 
t~ = X. If t = p[t^...t^] for some peP and t^,... ,tj^eP, then 
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Saa ^bao ^ A / \ 
CD CD 
( 4 )  ( 5 )  
Figure 13. The operation of a product transducer P 
(IV.9) Theorem. Let T be an algebraic tree transducer. Then 
there exists a product transducer P such that Tr = Tr . 
p  T 
Proof. We will Ignore the underlying structures of the LDS's 
involved in the definition of T as much as possible, since only their 
types and start symbols are relevant to our proof. 
Let T = HGOH^ be a finite algebraic tree transducer where 
h^: W ->• W^', has type r^: P^ -> and the underlying grammar 
for has set of start symbols for 1=1,2. Let r'; P' N'*xN'* be 
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representable in via ir^: P' ->• P^ and N' ->• for i=l,2. We can 
assume that for i=l,2, maps elements of P' to P^ as follows. If r'(p) 
= (A,n), then ïï^(p)eTp , whereas if r'(p) = (n^...n^,n), then n^(p) is in 
normal form. We recall that Tr^ = {(h^(w)jh^Cw)): weU^^^ W'^} where 
I = {neN': and HgC") Sg}. 
Let P = (P^,P2U{d},Q,I,R) be a product transducer where d is some 
symbol not in Pg, Q is that finite subset of N'UP^* which occurs in the 
rules of R, and R is built as follows. For every peP' such that 
r'(p) = (X,n), TTj^(p) = teP^, and ngCp) = t'ePg, 
(1) if t = s(t^...t^) for some seP^, t^,..., tj^eP^, and k>0, and if 
t has m leaves, then s(u^(x^)...u^(x^)) n(t')eR where for i=l,...,m, 
" tlx 
u. = t, whenever the i leaf of t is in t. for some l<j<k. 
i J J 
(2) if s(t^...t^) is a proper subtree of t for some SEP^, 
t^,...,t^EP^, and k>0, and if s(t^...t^) has m leaves, then 
s(u (x )...u (x )) ->• sti ...t, (xT)...st_ ...t, (x )eR where for ii mm i K 1 i K m 
i=l,...,m, u^ = tj whenever the i*"^ leaf of s(t^...t^) is in t^ for 
some l<j<k. 
(3) if s is a proper subtree of t for some SEP^, then s s(d)eR. 
Thus whenever pEP' and r'(p) = (X,n), we have n^(p) => nfngfp)). In 
addition, for every pEP' such that r'(p) = (n^...n^,n) = (a,n) for some 
m>0, ir^(p) = t, and ngfp) = t', 
(4) if t = s for some seP. , then s(nL(x.)...n (x )) -> n(t')eR. 
X 11 mm 
(5) if t = s(t^...t^) for some seP^, ^I'-'t^EP^, and k>0, then 
*1* *'*m 
s(u-(x. )...u (x )) -)• n(t' )ER where for i=l,...,m, u = N if 
•L J» in TU 1 1 
^l--- m 
t, = X and u. = t. if t. ^ X and x, appears in t for some l<j<k. 
i 1 3 J 1 J 
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(6) if s(t^...tj^) is a proper subtree of t for some seP^, 
t. ,.. .t, eP, , and k>0, then s(u. (x, ).. .u (x )) -> at. .. .t, (x_ ).. .st_ ... 
X K i  1 1  m m  1  K  1  1  
t^ (x^)eR where for i=l u^ is as in part (5) above. 
(7) if s is a proper subtree of t for some seP such that r^(s) = 
(A,n), then s -> s(d)eR. 
Consequently, whenever peP' and r'(p) = (n^...n^,n) = (a,n), we have 
JL, • • • A A. • • • A 
T. m 1 m 
Let I = {neN'; and ngfojESg}. Then Tr^ = {(t,t') Tp xT^ : 
* 12 
t => n(t') for some nel}. 
We claim that Tr^ = Tr^. The details of the proof may be found in 
the Appendix. 
As we might suspect since the product transducer of (IV.8) does not 
use the full generality of the definition of the product transducer on 
the right-hand sides of its rules, there are product transducers whose 
transductions cannot be induced by algebraic tree transducers. We will 
see an example of such a product transducer as we study the relationship 
of top-down tree transducers to algebraic tree transducers and product 
transducers. 
We note that if T is a top-down tree transducer, then there exist 
two bottom-up tree transducers, and B^, such that Tr^ = Tr^. 
Hence there also exist (simple) algebraic tree transducers and Tg 
such that Tr = Tr . Furthermore, since infinite algebraic tree 
T2OT1 
transducers are closed under composition, there exists an infinite 
algebraic tree transducer T such that Tr = Tr = Tr„. Thus every 
T TGF^L 
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top-down tree transduction Tr^ can be performed by an infinite algebraic 
tree transducer T. However, as (IV.10) shows, T may not be simple or 
even finite. 
(IV.10) Example. Let T be the top-down tree transducer given in 
(II.8), and let x be the infinite algebraic tree transducer such that 
Tr^ = Tr^. We recall that no single bottom-up tree transducer can induce 
Tr^. Thus T cannot be a simple algebraic tree transducer. Similarly, 
T cannot be finite, even if not simple, because a finite t would at best 
transform input trees of the form a(t) to output trees of the form 
a(ti tg) where t^ and t^ would be identical after some point. Thus no 
finite T can generate the full set of output trees generated by T for 
every input. Hence T must be infinite. 
We see from (IV.10) that algebraic tree transducers cannot induce 
all the transductions induced by top-down tree transducers. In 
particular, they cannot induce the transductions which are induced by 
nonlinear top-down tree transducers. (Engelfriet [16] has shown that 
every linear top-down tree transducer LT has a bottom-up counterpart 
which induces the same transduction. Thus by (IV.4) there exists a 
(simple) algebraic tree transducer x such that Tr^ = Tr^^.) Furthermore, 
we recall that top-down tree transducers cannot induce all the 
transductions which can be induced by bottom-up tree transducers, and 
hence by simple algebraic tree transducers. Thus top-down tree 
transducers and algebraic tree transducers are in fact incomparable. 
Since bottom-up and top-down tree transducers are incomparable, and 
since bottom-up tree transducers are a restriction of product transducers. 
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we see that there are transductions induced by product transducers 
which cannot be induced by top-down tree transducers. Conversely, 
product transducers cannot induce the transductions induced by 
nondeterministic top-down tree transducers. They lack the ability 
possessed by top-down tree transducers to create copies of unprocessed 
subtrees of the input tree and then process them differently. Thus 
product transducers and top-down tree transducers are incomparable. 
However, product transducers are capable of modeling effectively 
deterministic top-down tree transducers, as shown by (IV.11). In this 
way, they are similar to the algebraic model of effectively deterministic 
top-down tree transducers given by Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright 
[20]. However, they are more powerful than the transducers of Goguen 
et al. since they can obviously perform all bottom-up tree transductions. 
(IV.11) Example. Let us consider the well-known deterministic 
top-down finite tree transducer which takes derivatives [21] . Let 
D = (E,E,{i,d},{d},R) where = {0,1,a}, = {+,%}, and R is given in 
part (1) of Figure 14. We know that Tr^ cannot be implemented by any 
bottom-up tree transducer. There is a product transducer 
D' = (Z,Z,{i,d},{d},R') such that Tr^, = Tr^. The rules of D' are given 
in part (2) of Figure 14. 
The transducer D' in (IV.11) serves as an example of a product 
transducer which cannot be modeled by an algebraic tree transducer 
because the output generated upon reading a x involves both the identity 
state (i) and derivative state (d) outputs of the arguments of the 
multiplication. No algebraic tree transducer can provide all the 
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1(0) -> 0 d(0) ^  0 
1(1) -+ 1 d(l) -> 0 
1(a) ->• a d(a) ->• 1 
l(+(Xj^ Xg)) +(l(Xj^) iXXg)) d(+(x^ Xg)) -s- +(d(2c^) d(x^)) 
l(x(x^ Xg)) -> x(l(x^) iXXg)) d(x(x^ Xg)) 4-(x( j_ (x^) d(x2)) 
x(d(x^) Kxg))) 
(1) 
0 ^  1(0) d(0) 
1 -X 1(1) d(0) 
a -»• 1(a) d(l) 
+(l(x^) d^Xg) i^Xg) d(x^)) ->• l(+(x^ Xg)) d(+(x2 x^)) 
x(l(x^) dKxg) l^Xg) d(x^)) -> l(x(x^ Xg)) d(+(x(x^ x^) x (x^ x^))) 
(2)  
Figure 14. Rules for a deterministic top-down tree tir ansducer and Its 
corresponding product transducer 
required data In a single output tree. Hence, (IV.11) confirms that 
algebraic tree transducers are strictly weaker than product transducers. 
In summary, we have seen that bottom-up tree transducers (B) are 
equivalent to simple algebraic tree transducers (SA) and strictly weaker 
than algebraic tree transducers (A) . Algebraic tree transducers are 
strictly weaker than product transducers (P). Effectd_"vely deterministic 
top-down tree transducers (EOT) are strictly weaker than both product 
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transducers and nondeterministic top-down tree transducers (NT). 
Product transducers and nondeterministic top-down tree transducers are 
incomparable and are both strictly weaker than infinite algebraic tree 
transducers (lA). These results are summarized in Figure 15. 
B = S A  E O T  
Figure 15. The relationship of classes of tree transducers 
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V. CONSTRUCTION OF AN ALGEBRAIC TREE TRANSDUCER 
We now turn our attention to the matter of constructing algebraic 
tree transducers to perform semantic-preserving translations. We will 
assume that we are dealing with source and target languages whose 
underlying grammars have known algebraic structures. (We saw in 
Chapter III that every context-free grammar determines an algebraic 
type. Some other, more complex grammars, e.g., Fischer's 10 grammars 
[22], can be shown to determine algebraic types in a similar fashion.) 
One of our main concerns will be how to determine a suitable common 
representable type for a transducer. The other will be how to pick 
appropriate sets of derived operations to generate the source and target 
algebras. 
There are several properties we would like our transducers to 
possess. Suppose T = hgoh^ ^ c W^'^^2' the algebraic tree transducer 
induced by the representations of r*: P' ->• N'*xN'* in r. : P, ->• N,*xN.* 1 i 11 
for i=l,2. In addition, suppose N' -> N^ and P' P^ for i=l,2 
are the functions which determine the representation. We would like to 
guarantee that W-' = W- for every nen, (N'). If this is so, we will 
X y n X J n X 
say that W^' and x are full. In addition, especially for the purposes 
of ease in implementation and the minimization of ambiguity, we would 
like to guarantee that for every t in W^', the domain of T, there exist 
a unique neN' and a unique weW^' such that h^(w) = t. We will say that 
such a W^' is uniquely decomposable. We would also like to guarantee 
that our common representable type r' induces a semantic-preserving 
translation. 
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Let r: P -> be a finite type. Let W be the word r-algebra, 
and let U be any r-algebra. Let h; W ^ U be the unique homoraorphism 
from W onto U, Let r; P -> N*xN* be the type derived from r. 
Suppose peP, r(p) = (A,n) for some neN, and ueU^^ We say that 
p[XQ] is a parse for u provided p^ = u. If p[q^...q^]EP, r(p) = 
(n^.. .nj^,n), and there exists ueU^ and v^eU^ such that q^ is a parse 
for v^ for i=l,...,k, and if u = Py(Vj^.. .v^^), then p[q^...q^] is a parse 
for u. Thus if TTEP is a parse for ueU for some neN, we have IT eW and 
^ n ' n 
h(7R ) = u. If for every ueU „U , there is a unique TTEP such that TT is 
neN n 
a parse for u, then U is uniquely decomposable. 
We commented in Chapter III that every element of a word algebra as 
well as every derived operation can be thought of as a tree. We present 
below some additional definitions concerning word algebras and trees. 
If weW^ for some nEN, then w is an n-tree. Similarly, if N' c N 
and weU W , then w is an N'-tree. If w = p„(w,...w, ) for some peP 
neN n W 1 k 
and w-,...w, eU „ W , then v is a subtree of w if and only if v = w. or 1 k neN n i 
V is a subtree of w^ for some l£i^k. Thus for any nEN, if v is a 
subtree of w and VEW , then v is an n-subtree of w. Also if N' cN 
n — 
and V is an n-subtree of w for some nEN', then v is an N'-subtree of w. 
If V is an N'-subtree of w and v is not a subtree of any N'-subtree of w, 
then V is a maximal N'-subtree of w. 
If p,qeP and the normal form representation of q is a (n-, N'-, 
maximal N'-) subtree of the normal form representation of p, then q is 
a (n-, N'-, maximal N'-) suboperation of p. 
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(V.l) Theorem. Let r: P ->• N*xN* be a finite type, and let W be 
the word r-algebra. Let W be the derived word r-algebra where 
r; P ->• N*xN* is the type derived from r. For every nonempty subset N' 
of N, there exists a (not necessarily finite) type r ' : P' ->- such 
that r' is representable in r and the represented algebra W' is full and 
uniquely decomposable. 
Proof. For all peP, let p^^ denote the normal form representation 
of p. Let P' = {PJ^EP: r(p)EN'*, Pj^ ^  X, and p^^ contains no 
N'-suboperations other than projections on its frontier}. Let 
r': P' -V N'*xN'* be given by r'(p) = r(p) for all pcP'. Then r' is 
clearly representable in r via the identity functions on N' and P'. 
Let W' be the word r'-algebra, let W be the represented r'=algebra, 
and let h': W ->• W be the unique homomorphism. Clearly 
for all neN'. We wish to show that W <=. W for all neN'. 
n — n 
If weW^ for some neN' and |w| =1, then there exists peP such that 
r(p) = (X,n) and p^ = p = w. But then p^^cP', so that and 
^^%F,W'^ " PNF,W " 
Suppose that if weW for some neN' and |w|<m, then weW . If 
n ' ' n 
Iwl = m and weW for some neN', then there exist maximal N'-subtrees 
' ' n 
w^eWn of w for i=l k and p^pCP such that r'tp^^) = (n^,...,n^,n) 
and w = p^ ^(w^.. .w^). Since |w^|<m, we have and w^ = h'(w^) 
for i=l,..,,k. Also, since p^^ is in normal form, peP', and so 
P^(wj^...Wj^)EW'^ and h'(p^(w^.. .Wj^) = p^(w^.. .w^) = WEW'^. Thus = W'^ 
for all neN' so that W' is full. 
Since W is a word algebra, it is uniquely decomposable. Thus for 
all neN and weW^, there is a unique ireP such that IT is a parse for w. 
Since P' c P, there is at most one ÏÏGP' such that IT is a parse for w 
whenever weW'^ and neN'. Since every parse is in normal form and hence 
in P* whenever weW' and neN', there is exactly one ÏÏEP' such that IT is 
n 
a parse for w. Thus W' is also uniquely decomposable. 
(V.2) Example. Let r: {B,OE,VE,BOE,BVE,C,V,E,E'} ->• {Bas,Exp,Exp'}* 
X{Bas,Exp,Exp'}'''be the type of the grammar APL as shown in Figure 4. 
Let N' = {Exp}. From (V.l) we get P' = {B[C[XQ]], B[V[XQ]], 
B[E'[E[X^*P]]], OE[xJ*P], VE[xJ^P], BOE[C[Xq] X^^], BOE[V[XQ] X^^P] , 
BOE[E'[E[X^*P GxP]] BVE[C[Xq] X^^P] , BVE[V[XQ] 
BVE[E'[E[X^*P ] X^^P ^*P]}. We note that these derived operations 
are equivalent to those given in Figure 6 and generate the domain of the 
transducer T given in (III.7). 
For every nonempty subset N' of N, we have found a set P'cP of 
derived operations which generates a full and uniquely decomposable 
algebra, i.e., a suitable domain for an algebraic tree transducer 
whenever P' is finite. We will now investigate how the choice of 
arbitrary sets P" of derived operations whose domains and codomains are 
all restricted to N' influences the fullness and unique decomposability 
of the algebras they generate. 
Let r; P N*xN* be a finite type, and let r; P be the type 
derived from r. Let W be the word r-algebra and W be the derived word 
r-algebra. Let (j) N' c N, and let P' <= P be the set obtained in (V.l). 
Let P" be any nonempty subset of P such that r(p) eN'^xN'sV for all peP". 
Let r": p" -»• N'*xN'* be given by r"(p) = r(p) for all peP'. Clearly r" 
is representable in r via the identity functions on N' and P", Let W" be 
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the word r"-algebra and W" be the r"-algebra represented in W. Let 
h': W' -»• W and h": W" W" be the specified unique homomorphisms. 
(V.3) Theorem. If P' ^  P", then W" is full but not uniquely 
decomposable. 
Proof. Since W' is full and generated by P' and W" is generated by 
P", a superset of P', W" is clearly full. 
Since P" is a superset of P', there exists peP" such that p^P'. If 
r"(p) = (X,n) for some neN*, then peW"^ and h"(p) = peW"^ = = W^. 
However since weW and p^P', there must exist w'eW' cz W" such that 
n n — n 
h'(w') = w. Similarly, if r(p) = (n^...n^,n) for some n^^.. .nj^eN'*, 
then for any w^eW"^ for i=l,...,k, we have w = p^(w^...w^)eW" and 
h"(w) = weW" = W' . Again there must exist W'EW such that h'(w') = w 
n n n 
where w' = q^(q^,..qj) for some j>0 such that q ^ P since p^P'. Thus in 
either case, W" is not uniquely decomposable. 
(V.4) Theorem. If P" ^  P', then W" is uniquely decomposable but 
not full. 
Proof. Since P" ^  P' and P" generates W", it must also be 
uniquely decomposable. 
Since P"^P', there exists peP' such that p^P". Suppose r'(p) = 
(X,n) for some neN'. Then peW'^ and h'(p) = peW'^ = W^. By the unique 
decomposability of W', there cannot exist WEW"^ W'^ such that w p 
and h"(w) = p. Suppose, on the other hand, that r'(p) = (n^...n^^n) 
for some n^.. .n^eN''"' and neN'. Then if for i=l,...,k, we have w = 
p^^,(Wi...Wfc)eW'n and h'(w) = weW'^. Again by the unique decomposability 
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of W, there cannot exist w'eW" c: W' such that h"(w') = w. Thus W" 
n — n 
is not full. 
If P" is not comparable to P', the fullness and unique 
decomposability of W" must be determined on an individual basis. 
However, the theorem in (V.5) provides a test for determining which 
subsets P" of P may give rise to full and uniquely decomposable algebras. 
(V.5) Theorem. If P" f P' gives rise to a full and uniquely 
decomposable r"-algebra, then P" is incomparable to P' and every element 
of P" is equivalent to an element of P', 
Proof. P" is incomparable to P' as a direct result of (V.3) and 
(V.4). We note that if peP', then r(p)EN'*xN'* and p f q[q^...q^] for 
any p q,q^,...q^EP' and k>0 since p contains no N'-suboperations 
other than projections on its frontier. Furthermore, each peP' appears 
in the unique parse of some word a in W" = W'. Thus every element of P' 
is either equivalent to an element of P" or a suboperation of an element 
of P". 
Suppose there exists qeP" such that q is not an element of P'. 
Then q^^ appears in the unique parse of some beW"^ such that b^W'^ for 
some neN'. This is impossible since W"^ = W'^. Hence every element of 
P" is equivalent to an element of P'. 
The theorem in (V.6) shows that the finiteness of P" is dependent 
upon the finiteness of P'. 
(V.6) Theorem. If P' is infinite and P" gives rise to a full and 
uniquely decomposable algebra, then P" is also infinite. 
Proof. Suppose P" is finite. Let p''' be the set of normal form 
representations of the maximal N'-suboperations of the operations on P". 
Then by (V.l), the algebra generated by P'" is full since the algebra 
generated by P" is full and p''' = (P") ' in the construction of the 
proof of (V.l). But clearly P''' c P*, so that p''' cannot generate a 
full algebra by (V.4). Hence P" must be infinite. 
Thus, in some sense, the set P' we described in the proof of (V.l) 
is the best subset of P which gives rise to a full and uniquely 
decomposable algebra. We will now discuss the conditions under which P' 
is a finite set. 
(V.7) Theorem. Let r: P ^  N*xN* be a finite type. Let (j) ^ N' cN, 
and let r': P' N' x N'* be the type constructed from r in the proof of 
(V.l). Then P' (and hence r') is infinite if and only if for some neN' 
there exists aeN'*, peP' such that r'(p) = (a,n), and an m-suboperation 
p' of p for some m^N' such that p' has an m-suboperation q. 
Proof. Let p, p', and q be as stated in the theorem. Let us define 
^0 " P'liF and q^_^^ = (q^)^ NF for all j>p. Thus {qj}j<^ is an infinite 
subset of P duch that q^ 4= q^ for all i f j. Let p^ = p and p^^^ = 
(p.) , for each j>0. Then {p.}.^ is an infinite subset of P'. ] P - j ]<w 
On the other hand, assume that if peP' and r'(p) = (a,n) for some 
aeN'* and neN', then p has no m-suboperation p' having an m-suboperation 
q for any ra(fN'. Then |PIj^l |N'| |+1 for all peP'. Furthermore, P is 
finite and hence the labels of the branching nodes of all peP' come from 
a finite set. Also, each peP' has either or x",...,x^ along its 
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frontier where k = |a|. Since N' is finite and each peP' is bounded in 
height, the set of projections which appear on the frontiers of elements 
of P' is finite. Thus P' must be finite, and the theorem is proved. 
The following definitions will provide a convenient framework for 
determining which subsets N' of N give rise to a finite set P' in the 
proof of (V.l). 
Let P^ denote the set of trees formed from P by replacing the label 
PePU{X^: acN* and 0£i£|a|} of each node of each tree by the second 
coordinate of r(p). We can assume without loss of generality that for 
every neN there exist aeN* and peP such that r(p) = (a,n). Thus each neN 
— (1 ) 
is the beginning of a path through an element of P^. Let C = N. 
j. —— 
If ameN is a partial path of length i+1 through an element of P^^, 
and m ^ for l_^j£.|otl, then we will put am in However, 
if am is a partial path and m = for some l^<|a|, then we will put am 
in . That is, = {am: aeC^^^ and there exist peP and GcN* 
such that r(p) = (3,a^) and m = for some 1^_^1&| but m ^ for 
l^lc^la]} and = {am; aeC^^^ and there exist peP and 3eN* such that 
r(p) = (g,n), m = 3j for some 1^£|3|, and m = a^ for some l£k£|a|}. 
Then is finite since c for all i>l, and N is finite. 
Furthermore = (f> whenever i>||N||. is also finite since 
c {am; aeC^^^ and meN} for all i^l since and N are both 
finite, and (|) whenever i>||N||. Let C = Then C is 
also finite. C is the set of all nontrivial partial paths through 
elements of P^ which terminate at the first repetition. We note that 
although C is related to the infinite set P^, we can easily compute C 
using the formal definitions we have given. In (V.8) we will define a 
function on subsets of N which uses C to determine which subsets give 
rise to finite sets P' is the proof of (V.l). 
(V.8) Theorem. Let r: P ->• be a finite type, and let 
C = {c^, ..., c^} be the finite subset of N* described above. Let 
f: P(N)'V(j) -> {0,1}^  be given by f(M) = b^ ...b^  where for i=l,...,k we 
determine b, as follows. Let b. = 1 if C,-GM and there exist n in c, i i il i 
and naeC such that ni(M and a contains no element of M. Let b^ = 0 
otherwise. Let = {M: f(M) = 0^}. Then N' gives rise to a finite 
set P' in the proof of (V.l) if and only if N'eA^'. 
Proof. Suppose (p ^ N gives rise to an infinite P'. Then for 
some neN' there exist acN'* and peP' such that r'(p) = (a,n) and an 
m-suboperation p' of p for some such that p' has an m-suboperation q. 
Since peP' c P, the corresponding element p^eP^ contains a partial path 
which begins with n and contains two m's. Furthermore we can find such 
a p so that this path is in C, i.e., contains no other repetitions. In 
addition, there is a partial path through q^ beginning and ending with m 
and containing no elements of N' since q is a suboperation of peP'. Thus 
f(N') contains at least one 1, corresponding to the above-mentioned 
partial path through p, so that Hence if N'EIV', the corresponding 
P' is finite. 
If N'0\ we wish to show that N' gives rise to an infinite set P '. 
If NViV", then f(N') contains at least one 1. Thus C contains paths c 
and c' such that c begins with some neN' and contains some m^N' and c' 
begins with m and contains no elements of N'. Hence there must exist acN* 
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and peP such that r(p) = (a,n) and an m-suboperation p' of p which has 
no N'-suboperations but does have an m-suboperation q. Furthermore, 
since P is the set of all operations derived from P, such a p exists for 
which p' is not a suboperation of any N'-suboperation of p. Thus, by 
(V.7), P' is infinite. Consequently if P' is finite, we must have N'e#', 
and the theorem is proved. 
(V.9) Example. As in (V.2), let r be the type of the grammar APL 
as given in Figure 4. Then = N = {Bas, Exp, Exp'} and = 
{Bas Exp', Exp Bas, Exp' Exp} while = {Exp Exp}. Next we find that 
= {Bas Exp' Exp, Exp Bas Exp', Exp' Exp Bas} and = 
{Exp' Exp Exp}. Continuing, we find that C^^^ = (j) and hence C^^^ = ()> 
for all i>4. Also, C^^^ = {Bas Exp' Exp Bas, Exp Bas Exp' Exp, Exp' Exp 
Bas Exp', Bas Exp' Exp Exp} and C^^^ = (j> for all i>4. Hence C = 
Ui<i<^C^^^ = {Exp Exp, Exp' Exp Exp, Bas Exp' Exp Bas, Exp Bas Exp' Exp, 
Exp' Exp Bas Exp', Bas Exp' Exp Exp} = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The function 
f from nonempty subsets of N to {0, 1}^ is shown in Figure 16. According 
to the figure, the sets {Exp}, {Bas, Exp}, {Exp, Exp'}, and 
{Bas, Exp, Exp'} all give rise to finite sets P' in the proof of (V.l). 
We recall that we can construct an algebraic tree transducer 
T whenever we have language definition systems = (G^,A^) for the 
source language and = (G2,A2) for the target language such that the 
types r^ and r^ derived from the types r^ of and r^ of have a 
finite common representable type r'. Furthermore, the transduction Tr^ 
induced by x will be semantic-preserving if for every (t,t')eTr_^, t and 
t' have some meaning in common. 
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N' f(N') 
(1 2 3 4 5 6) 
{Bas} 0 0 1 1 0 0 
{Exp} 0 0 0 0 0 0 
{Exp'} 0 1 0 0 0 1 
{Bas, Exp} 0 0 0 0 0 0 
{Bas, Exp'} 0 1 1 1 0 1 
{Exp, Exp'} 0 0 0 0 0 0 
{Bas, Exp, Exp'} 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 16. Determination of which subsets of N give rise to a finite P' 
One step toward determining whether two types have a common 
representable type is to determine whether or not a given type r' is 
representable in another finite type r. We recall that r': P' N'AxN'* 
is representable in r: P -> N^xN* if and only if there exist functions 
n: N' -»• N (extended in the usual way to n: N'* ->• N*) and /r: P' -»• P such 
that for all peP' with r'(p) = (a,3), we have r(n(p)) = ( r i (a )  , n (3 ) )  .  
The algorithm in (V.IO) computes all possible representations of r' in r. 
(V.IO) Algorithm. Determine R, the set of all representations of 
r': P' -> in r; P ->• N*xN* where P and P' are both finite. 
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R = (|). 
N' Repeat for each neN : 
P ' Repeat for each ireP : 
Rep = true. 
Repeat for each peP': 
If r'(p) = (a,3) and r(n(p)) ^  (n(a) ,ri(3)), then Rep = false. 
If Rep, then R = R U {(n,n)}. 
Return R. 
(V.ll) Theorem. The algorithm in (V.IO) computes the set of all 
representations of r' in r. 
At first glance the restriction that r be a finite type appears to 
make the algorithm in (V.IO) useless in the construction of an algebraic 
tree transducer since we usually want to find a representation in the 
infinite type r^ derived from the finite type r^; P^->- However, 
instead of considering all of P^, we may focus our attention on P^', as 
described in (V.l), or on any other finite subset of P^ which generates 
a full and uniquely decomposable algebra. This approach is illustrated 
in (V.12). 
(V.12) Example. Let r^ and r' be the types of the context-free 
grammars given in Figure 17, and let r^ be the type derived from r^. 
Let be the word r^-algebra, and suppose we want to construct an 
algebraic tree transducer whose domain is ^ U According to 
(V.l), the set P' = {l[xj^ XgT], 2[X^], 3[X™ SEXg^]], 3[X^ 6], 4[5[X^]], 
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G = ({E,T,F}, {+,x,a,(,)}, P, {E}) where P contains 
Production p Name of p r^(p) 
E E+T 1 (ET,E) 
E -> T 2 (T,E) 
T TxF 3 (TF,T) 
T F 4 (F,T) 
F (E) 5 (E,F) 
F 4- a 6 (A,F) 
G' = ({A}, {+,x,a}, P', {A}) where P' contains 
Production p Name of p r'(p) 
A +AA 1' (AA,A) 
A + xAA 2' (AA,A) 
A a 3' a,A) 
Figure 17. Types used to illustrate finding all representations 
of r' in r 
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A[6]} obtained by letting N^' = {E, T} generates a full and uniquely 
decomposable algebra. 
We can use (V.IO) to compute all representations of r|p^' in r'. 
Applying the algorithm, we find that R consists of a single (n,n) pair, 
namely tt ={a',3[X^^ 5[X2^]]), (2',3[X^^ (3',4[6])} and 
n = {(A,T)}. 
The task of constructing an algebraic tree transducer to transform 
one language to another is not as straightforward as we might like. As 
we have seen, algebraic tree transducers are built by taking into 
consideration the underlying language definition systems (LDS's) of 
the source and target languages. It is well-known that many different 
grammars can generate the same language. One grammar may be better 
suited to the construction of a full semantic-preserving transducer with 
a uniquely decomposable domain than another. For example, we may wish 
to translate from a language which has both character-string and integer-
valued identifiers to a language which has only integer values. If 
both kinds of identifiers are in the same underlying set of the source 
algebra, we might attempt to find another LDS in which these two types 
of identifiers are in separate underlying sets so that we might exclude 
the character-string identifiers from the domain of the transducer and 
still produce a full transducer. Similarly, languages may have several 
semantic algebras of the type of each underlying grammar. Our ability 
to construct an appropriate transducer is thus dependent on our initial 
choices of LDS's. 
Unfortunately, even after the LDS's are specified, other heuristic 
decisions remain. Once we have decided which underlying sets of the 
source algebra we wish to translate, we must determine whether or not a 
finite set of derived operations will allow us to generate these sets 
completely. If not, we must either expand or reduce the domain of the 
transducer so that it may be finitely generated. In addition, we have 
seen that it is possible to find more than one set of derived operations 
which generate a full and uniquely decomposable source algebra. Some 
choices may allow us to construct the transducer we seek while others 
may not. 
The procedure in (V.13) gives a method for constructing a full 
semantic-preserving algebraic tree transducer T whose domain is uniquely 
decomposable assuming that the underlying LDS's have been specified, 
that the underlying sets of the source algebra which 
constitute the domain and codomain of the transducer are finitely 
generated, that sets and of derived operations have been specified, 
and that generates a full and uniquely decomposable algebra. The 
procedure begins by trying to construct a common representable type 
r': P' -> N'*xN'A using the smallest possible N' and increases N' by one 
element at a time until a type is found which induces a full semantic-
preserving transduction. Unfortunately, there is no way to determine an 
upper bound on the size of N', and our choices of and may be 
inappropriate, so that we cannot guarantee termination of the procedure. 
(V.13) Procedure. Let = (G^,A^) be an LDS where has type 
r^'; P^ -y word r^-algebra W^, and derived type r^ for i=l,2. 
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Let ->• be the semantic homomorphism for i=l,2. Construct a 
full semantic-preserving algebraic tree transducer T c: U. „ W,xU, „ W. 
- ieMj^ i jcMg j 
where 5^^ for k=l,2 and is finitely generated by c P^. 
1. k = ||M^||. 
m = max{|a|; r^(p) = (a,n) for some peQ^ and neM^}. 
Found = false. 
2. Repeat until Found; 
N' = {n^,...,n^}. 
N' 
H = {nsN^ : n is onto 
Repeat for each nsH or until Found: 
P' = (f). 
n  
Repeat for each (a,3)e(U™_Q(N')^)xN': 
Repeat for each peQ^: 
If r^(p) = (n (a ) ,n (3 ) ) ,  then P'^ = P'^ U{p} and r'^(p) = ( c t ,3 ) .  
(Note: r'^: P'^  ->• N'*xN'* is representable in r^^ via n  and the 
identity function on P'^ cQ^c^ P^.) 
If P'^ = Q^, then do: 
Find R, the set of all representations of r' in r„| using (V.IO) 
^2 
Repeat for each reR or until Found: 
Consult an oracle to determine whether the induced T is 
operation preserving. (Note; undecidable problem [14].) 
If T is operation preserving, Found = true. 
k = k+1. (Note; Add another underlying set and try again.) 
(V.14) Theorem. The procedure in (V.13) constructs a full 
operation preserving (and hence semantic-preserving) algebraic tree 
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transducer which translates into using and as the images of 
the operations of the common representable types provided such a 
transducer exists. 
Proof. Let us assume that the desired algebraic tree transducer T 
does exist. Let us suppose that no transducer which induces the desired 
translation has fewer than j underlying sets in its common representable 
type, but that some transducer for this translation has precisely j 
underlying sets. 
Step 1 of the procedure is executed only once and always terminates. 
All of the sets computed in step 2 are finite since N', Q^, and 
Qg are all finite. Hence each of the inner loops of step 2 terminates. 
Only the outermost loop is potentially infinite. 
If we find a common representable type for r. L and r_L which 
^1 ^ ^ 2 
induces a full transducer and has fewer than j underlying sets, then the 
transducer must fail to be operation preserving. In this case, or if 
no such type is found, the procedure attempts to construct a type having 
j underlying sets. 
Let r; P ->• N*xN* be an actual common representable type which leads 
to a desired T and let N^î N ->• and ÏÏ^; P -> be the functions which 
give the representation of r in r | for i=l,2. Since x is full, n, is 
i 
onto and hence when k=j, we find since N is isomorphic to 
N' = {n^,...,n^}. Hence when we come to in the loop, "Repeat for each 
neH or until Found:," we construct P' = Q- and r' . Since r' is 
"i 1 "i "i 
representable in r | via n, and the identity function on P' ~ Qi » we 
i 1 ^1 -L 
must have P isomorphic to P' . Thus the procedure has, in effect, 
constructed r. 
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Since r is representable in r„L , one of the pairs in R will 
constitute the particular representation we seek. Ifhen the induced T is 
submitted to the oracle, it confirms that T is operation preserving. 
Hence Found will be set to true, and the procedure terminates having 
determined a suitable translation. 
We have presented a number of guidelines to aid in the construction 
of an algebraic tree transducer. We have seen how to choose a set of 
derived operations which generate a full and uniquely decomposable domain 
for an algebraic tree transducer. In addition, we have seen how to 
decide what underlying sets of the source language's algebra must 
constitute the domain of the transducer in order for the domain to be 
finitely generated. Finally, we have seen how to find a common 
representable type which then induces an algebraic tree transducer once 
derived operations and underlying sets for both the source and target 
languages have been chosen. An oracle can determine whether or not this 
transducer is semantic-preserving. In practice, we would substitute 
judicious checking for the oracle to minimize the probability of 
accepting a transducer which is not semantic-preserving. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We have examined two approaches to tree transduction. The automata-
theoretic approach reported by Thatcher [10,11], Engelfriet [16], and 
others can transform syntax trees of one language into syntax trees of 
another language. Both bottom-up and top-down tree transformations are 
defined and have distinct capabilities. This automata-theoretic approach, 
although easy to implement, does not incorporate a sufficiently 
sophisticated consideration of semantics to make it useful for language 
translation. 
The algebraic approach developed by Krishnaswamy and Strawn [13] 
can also perform transformations on syntax trees. It includes 
consideration of the source and target languages' semantics, and so is 
useful for developing semantic-preserving translations. An algebraic 
tree transducer is induced by the representations of some word algebra in 
algebras which generate the sets of input and output trees. Each 
representation defines a unique homomorphism from the common 
representable algebra to each of two algebras represented in the source 
and target algebras. Homomorphisms are applied from the top down, but 
are evaluated from the bottom up. We have seen that algebraic tree 
transducers can induce all the translations induced by bottom-up tree 
transducers and more, but are unable to model nonlinear top-down tree 
transducers. 
Algebraic tree transducers produce their outputs based on derived 
operations often consisting of more than a single node of the input tree. 
In order to allow implementation in a more conventional framework, we 
have also introduced a new automata-theoretic tree transducer, the 
product transducer. The product transducer works in a bottom-up fashion. 
It can model an algebraic tree transducer by reading a derived operation 
one node at a time and collecting all of the outputs of its operands in 
a product. Then when it reads the root of the derived operation, it can 
produce the appropriate output for that operation and compose it 
properly with the outputs of its operands. Although the product 
transducer does not explicitly consider the source and target languages' 
semantics, if it is used to model a semantic-preserving algebraic tree 
transducer, the result will certainly be a semantic-preserving 
translation. The product transducer has the added benefit of being able 
to model all deterministic top-down tree transducers. 
We have also examined the problem of constructing an algebraic tree 
transducer whose domain is full and uniquely decomposable. The fullness 
guarantees that all the desired trees are in the domain of the 
transducer. The unique decomposability guarantees that the algebraic 
tree transducer can be modeled by a product transducer which recognizes 
the derived operations deterministically, although it will, of course, 
translate them nondeterministically if the algebraic transducer does. 
We have seen under what conditions we can find finite sets of derived 
operations to act as the image in the source algebra of the common 
representable algebra's operations so that the resulting transducer will 
have a full and uniquely decomposable domain. We have also specified 
the composition of these sets of derived operations. In addition, we 
have also studied a process for constructing an algebraic tree 
transducer once the language definition systems and the sets of derived 
operations which should appear in the translation table have been 
specified. Tlie procedure we have presented will find a common 
representable type whose sorts and operations symbols are mapped to the 
specified sorts and derived operation symbols of the algebras obtained 
from the source and target languages whenever such a type exists. It 
then consults an oracle to determine whether or not the transduction 
induced by the selected representations is semantic-preserving. 
We believe that in many ways, the benefits of using algebras to 
construct translators are similar to the benefits of using structured 
programming techniques. Hence we would like to conduct an experiment in 
which two equally qualified programming teams attempt the same language 
translation problem, one team using the algebraic structure of the 
languages to develop their translator and the other team ignoring the 
algebraic structure. We conjecture that the team using the algebraic 
techniques would be able to produce a correct translator in less time. 
We would also like to determine whether more programming language 
features can be modeled algebraically so that a wider range of 
translations may be performed algebraically. This effort might also lead 
to generalizing our definition of the algebraic tree transducer if we 
find that more complicated algebras are needed to model the additional 
language features. 
In addition, we would like to see more work, such as that done by 
Strawn [4], to produce grammars for existing languages whose syntactic 
rules were not originally specified according to grammars. Along with 
this, we wish to see more development of algebraic semantics. We would 
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also like to recommend that the syntax and semantics of new languages be 
defined algebraically. 
We believe that the algebraic specification of programming language 
syntax and semantics will prove to be of significant benefit in 
automating language translation. We have seen how an algebraic tree 
transducer can be modeled by a product transducer, an automaton which 
should not be difficult to implement. In addition, even when language 
translations are implemented by other means, the algebraic specifications 
are useful because they provide a standard against which the translators 
may be judged. 
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IX. APPENDIX 
We present below the details of several proofs which were omitted 
from the text. 
(II.7) We will first establish that for all qeQ, if t is the 
syntax tree associated with some derivation sequence q, s^^, ..., s^ in 
G, then n*(t) => q(n*(t)). 
A 
Suppose t is the syntax tree associated with the derivation q => s 
G 
for some seE. Then the height of t is 1 (|t| =1), and t must be the 
single production q ->• s. Hence n*(t) = n(t) = s. Clearly s => q(s) 
A 
since we obtained the production q s of P from s q(s) in R. 
Suppose that for all teT^ such that |t|<k, it happens that 
whenever t is the syntax tree associated with a derivation sequence 
beginning with q for some QEQ, we have mA(t) => q(n*(t)). 
A 
Let ItI = k and suppose t is the syntax tree associated with some 
derivation sequence beginning with q for some qeQ. Then t = p(t^...tj) 
for some peP and t.,. ..,t.cT where |t.|<k and t, is the syntax tree 
1 J p ' 1 ' 1 
associated with a derivation sequence beginning with some q^eQ for 
i=l,...,j. Then p must be q ->• sq^...qj for some SEE. Furthermore, by 
our inductive hypothesis, n*(t.) => q.(n*(t.)) for i=l,...,j. Since p 
1 A ^ 1 
is q ->• sq. ...q., there must be a rule s(q- (x-) .. .q . (x . ) ) -> q(s(x, .. .x . ) ) 
J- j 
in R. Hence n*(t) = m*(p(t ...t.)) = n(p)(nA(t )...wA(t.)) = 
J J 
s(n*(t.)...n*(t ))) => s(q (n*(t ))...q (N*(t.))) => q(s(IT*(t ) .. .TTA( T ) ) ) 
•L J A ^ ] ] A ^ J 
= q(TT*(t)). In short, n*(t) => q(n*(t)). Thus, if t is a proper syntax 
A 
tree of G (i.e., the tree associated with a derivation sequence 
beginning with q for some qeQ,), then n*(t) => q(n*(t)), and hence A 
° A 
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recognizes t. 
We must still show that ir* is onto Z. In order to do so, we will 
show that if TGT„ and X => q(T), then there exists a derivation sequence 
^ A 
in G beginning with q whose associated syntax tree is mapped to x 
under n*. 
Suppose xeT„, |x| = 1, and x => q(x) for some qeQ. Since |x| = 1, 
^ A 
X must be a for some aeZ. Hence a => q(o), and so o q(a)eR. 
A 
Consequently q ->• seP, and so q,s is a derivation sequence of G. Its 
syntax tree is the tree t whose only node is labeled q ->• s, and n*(t) = 
ïï(q s) = 0 = X. 
Suppose that whenever XGT„, |x|<k, andx => q(x), there exists a 
^ A 
derivation sequence in G beginning with q and an associated syntax tree 
t such that n*(t) = x. 
Suppose xeT , x = k, and x => q(x). Then x = a(x . ..x,) for some 
^ A 1 J 
and x^,... ,X^ET^. Clearly |x^|<k for i=l,...,j, and also 
X. => q,(x.) for some q,eQ. Hence, for each i there exists a derivation 
1 A i ^ 1 
sequence in G beginning with q^ and an associated syntax tree t^ such 
that ir*(t^) = x^. Furthermore, R must contain the rule a(q^(Xj^).. .q^ (x^)) 
->• q(o(x^...Xj)), and hence P contains the production q ->• aq^...q^. But 
then (q ->• aq^ .. .q , ) (t-... t. ) is a syntax tree for a derivation sequence 
-i- J J- J 
in G beginning with q, and m*((q ^ oq^...q^)(t^...t^)) = 
N*(TJ)) = O(X^...XJ) = X. Consequently, TR* maps the proper syntax trees 
of G onto Z. 
(IV.4) Given B, we have constructed x. In order to show that 
Tr^ = Tr^, we will first show that whenever weW'^ for any qeQ, then 
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h^(w) => qfhgfw)). 
If |w| = 1 and weW'q, then w = p for some peR of the form s ^  q(t) 
for some SEZQ, qeQ, and tcT^. Hence r'(p) = (A,q). Since weW'^, we 
have h^(w) = h^^ ^(w) = h^ ^(p^,) = p— , = iT^(p) = s. Furthermore hgCw) = 
hg q(w) = hg q(Pyi) = P% , = ~ since tt is s -> q(t), we 
have s => q(t), and hence h-(w) => q(h„(w)). 
B J- B 'Z 
Suppose |w| = n and for all UEU^^^ W'^ such that |u|<n, 
h^(u) => q (h_(u)) whenever ueW . Since |w| = n, we have w = p(w....w,) 
i B u z q^ 1 K 
for some peR and w.eW for i=l,...,k. Furthermore, |w.|<n for 
1 q J 1 
* 
i=l,...,k, and so by our inductive hypothesis h^(w^) => q^Ch^Cw^)). Also, 
since weW'^ and for i=l,...,k, p must be of the form 
s(q^(x^)...q^(x^)) -»• q(t) for some seS and teT^[X^]. But then h^(w) = 
h^(p(w^...w^)) = 7r^(p) (h^(w^).. .hj^(Wj^)) = s(h^(w^)...h^(w^)) => 
h„(wj...h„(w, ) h„(w-).. .h„(w, ) 
s(qi(h2(Wj))...q^ (h2(»^ ))) -> q(t > = « „« > 
X cC 
= q(h2(p(w^...w^))) = qfhgCw)) where a = Thus h^(w) => qfhgfw)). 
If qeQ^j then (h^(w),h2(w))ETr^ and also (h^(w),h2(w))ETr^, so that 
Tr^ _ TCg. 
Suppose tET^, t'sT^, and t => q(t') for some qEQ. We will show that 
there exists WEW'^ such that h^(w) = t and h^Cw) = t'. 
If ItI =1, then t = s for some SEEQ. Also, since t => q(t'), we 
have s => q(t'), and hence s ^  q(t') must be an element, say p, of R. 
Consequently r'(p) = (A,q) and peW'^. But then h^(p) = iT^(p) = s and 
hgCp) = ngfP) ^ C'' 
Suppose ItI = n and for all UET such that |u|<n, if u -> q(u') for 
" B 
some qEQ and U'ET^, then there exists weW such that h^(w) = u and 
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hgfw) = u'. Since |t| = n, we must have t .= s(t^...t^) for some seZ^ 
and tj^,.. .,tj^eT^ for some k>0. Furthermore, since t = s(t^...t^) => 
q(t'), we must have t, *> q.(t',) for some q.eQ and t'.EL. for 
1 G 1 1 X 1 A 
i=l,...,lc. But |t^|<n for i=l,...,k, and hence there must exist 
such that h^(w^) = t^ and hgfw^) = t'^. Also, there must exist a rule 
peR such that p is s(q^(x^).. .q^^Cxj^)) ->• q(v) for some veT^ [X^] such that 
t- ' 1- • U « L ^ 
t' = V . But then r'(p)= (q . ..q ,q) and so p (w^ .. .w, )EW' . 
1 * * * IC X K 1 k Q 
Hence letting a = q^...q^, we have h^(p(w^...w^)) = n^(p)(h^(w^)...h^(w^)) 
= s(t^...t^) = t, and hgCPCwi.'.w^)) = (p) (h2(Wj^) . . .h2(Wj^)) = 
V (t' ...t' ) = t'. Thus whenever t => q(t*) for some tET„, qeQ, 
• • • XJ^ X R G L 
and t'eT^, there exists WEW'^ such that h^(w) = t and h^(w) = t'. If 
qeQj, then (t,t')ETrg so that (h^(w),h2(w)) = (t,t')E Tr^. Thus 
Tr^ _ Tr^. Consequently Tr^ = Tr^. 
Given T, we have constructed B. In order to show that Tr^ = Tr^, 
we will first establish that Tr Tr„ by showing that whenever WEW' 
T — B ° n 
for some neN', it also happens that h (w) => n(h-(w)). 
i B 
If |wI = 1 and WEW'^, then w = p for some pEP' such that r'(p) = 
(X,n). By our construction of R, n^(p) ->• nf^gCp)) is in R, and hence 
h^(w) = Tr^(p) => nC^gCp)) = nCh^Cw)). 
Suppose |wI = m, WEW'^, and for all "^'^^EN'^'n that |u|<m, 
we have h^(u) => nfhgtu)) whenever UEW'^. Since |w| = m, we have 
w = p(w^...w^) for some for i=l,..,,k and pEP' such that 
r'(p) = (n^...n^,n). Furthermore, |w^|<m for i=l,...,k, and hence 
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ft 
h^(w^) => n^ChgCw^)). Also, since peP' and r'(p) = (n^...n^,n) = (a,n), 
we know that R contains a rule IT, (p) -> n(IT„(p) ). 1 yO yO 2 r a , a 
X * * * X X * * * 
n (h (w ))...n (h (w,)) 
Hence h^(w) = ï^(p)(h^(Wj^)...hj(»^)) => 
T . . . Aj^ 1' 
hg/Wi).. •h2(\) 
n(ïï„(p) ) = n(h„(w)). Consequently, if weW for some neN', 
A. # • # A. 1 k 
then h.(w) => n(h_(w)). In addition, if weW and nel, then 
i B n 
(h^(w),h2(w))ETr^ and (h^^(w) ,h2(w))eTr^ so that Tr_^ _ Tr^. 
We must still show that Tr^ _ Tr^. We will do so by establishing 
that if t => n(t') for some teT, neN', and t'eT. , then there exists 
B A 
weW'n such that h^(w) = t and hgfw) = t'. 
If It| =1, then t = p for some peP^. If t => n(t'), we must have 
p => n(t'), and hence p ^ n(t') must be in R. Consequently, there must 
exist some qeP' such that r'(q) = (A,n), ïï^(q) = p = t, and ngCq) = t'. 
But qeW'^, so that h^(q) = TT^(q) = t and hgCq) = n^/q) = t'. 
Suppose ItI = m and for all ueT such that |u|<m, if u => n(u') 
1 B 
for some neN' and u'eT^ , then there exists veW'^ such that h^(v) = u 
and hgfv) = u'. Suppose |t| = m and t => n(t') for some neN' and t'eT^. 
Then t = p(t^...tj^) for some peP such that r^(p) = (n^...n^,n) = (a,n) 
for some n^,...,n^GN' and t^cTp for i=l,...,k. Furthermore, since 
t = p(t-...t, ) => n(t'), we must have t. => n.(t' ) for some t'.eTp 
J. B 1 B i 1 2 
for i=l,...,k. But It.|<m, so that there exists w.eW' such that 
' i' 1 n^ 
hi(Wi) = t^ and hgCw^) =• t'^ for i=l k. In addition, R must 
ni(x )...n^(x^) Xi-.-Xk 
contain a rule p n(u ) for some ueP„ such that 
yO a a a' 2 
1'"' k 1'"' k 
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f- î 4-1 
1"'* k t' = u . Hence we must have qeP' such that IT (q) = p and 
„ot „ot J. 
TT^Cq) = u. But then h^(q(w^...w^)) = n^(q)(h^(w^)...h^(w^)) = 
p(t^...t^) = t, and hgfqCw^.e.w^)) = ir^Cq) (h^Cw^).. .h^CWj^)) = 
I F - T  
1 ' * ' k A 
u = t'. Consequently, for all tGT„ such that t => n(t') for 
x?...x" B 1 k 
some neN' and t'eTp , there exists weW'^ such that h^(w) = t and 
hgCw) = t'. Hence whenever nel, we have (t,t')ETrg and (h^(w),h2(w)) = 
(t,t')ETr^, so that Tr^ _ Tr_^. Thus Tr^ = Tr^, and the theorem is 
proved. 
(IV.9) Given t we have constructed P. We wish to show that 
Tr Tr . In order to do so, we first prove that if t => n(t') for 
p -  T p  
some neN', then there exists weW'^ such that h^(w) = t and h^Cw) = t'. 
Suppose t => n(t') for some neN'. Then either there exist 
^ t^...t^ 
t^, ... tj^eTj,, aeT^[Xj^] and n^ n^cN' such that t = a^ and 
t^ => nu(t'^) for i=l,...,k, or not. 
Suppose not. If |t| =1, then t = s for some seP^, and since 
t => n(t'), we must have t = s n(t') in R. From the construction of 
P 
R, we know that there exists peP' such that r'(p) = (X,n), and n^(p) = s 
while HgCp) = t'. But then peW'^, and h^(p) = s while h^Cp) = t', as 
desired. If |t|>l, then since t => n(t') and t = s(t^...t^) for some 
sePL and t. t.ETp , we must have s(u (x. )...u (x )) n(t') in R 
X JL cC i r  ^  XX in  tn  
where m is the number of leaves of t and where for i=l,...,m, u^ = t^ 
whenever the i*"^ leaf of t is in t^ for some l<j<k. This requires that 
t = s(t^...tj^) = n^(p) for some peP' such that r'(p) = (A,n). 
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Furthermore ngCp) = t', so that again we have peW'^, h^(p) = t and 
hgCp) = t', as needed. 
t • • • t. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that t = a and that for 
1 ' ' * k 
îV 
i=l,...,k, t^ is a maximal subtree of t such that t^ => n^(t'^). We 
know from the preceding argument that whenever t = 1 and t => n(t'), 
there exists WEW'^ such that h^(w) = t and hgCw) ?= t'. Let us assume 
that whenever |t|<m and t => n(t') for any neN', there exists weW'^ such 
that h (w) = t and h„(w) = t'. Suppose |t| = m and t => n(t'). We need 
•L  ^  p  
t_...t^ 
only show that if t = a for some aeT„ [X, ] and some maximal 
*l''"*k 1 
such that t^ => n^(t'^) for i=l,...,k, then there exists 
1 F 
weW'^ such that h^(w) = t hgCw) = t'. Certainly |t^|<m, so that there 
exists w.eW' such that h (w.) = t and h„(w.) = t' . Furthermore, it 
JL ri^ JL 1 1 ^ 1 ]_ 
must be the case that t'^ is a subtree of t' for i=l k. Also there 
t' ...t' nu(x )...n,(x ) 
must exist veT.[X, ] such that t' = v and a 
A K  XT . .  . X ,  X .  . .  . X ,  Ik Ik
=> n(v). If a = s(x^...x^) for some seP^, then s(n^(x^)...n^(x^)) ->• 
n(v) is in R, and hence there exists peP' such that r'(p) = (n^...n^,n), 
„a „a a a 
1 * * * 3_ * * * TTi (p) = S , and Tr„(p) = v where a = n-...n, . On the other 1 x^...x^' 2 ^ x^...x^ 1 k 
hand, we may have a = s(a^...aj) for some seP^ and a^,...,axTp [X^]. 
Then s(u^(x^)...u^(x^)) -> n(v) is in R, where for i=l,...,k, u^ = n^ 
if a. = A and u, = a if a ^ X and x. appears in a . Hence again i  i m m  i  m  
x"...x^ 
there exists peP' such that r'(p) = (n . ..n, ,n), ir. (p) = a , and 
X rC JL 
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yCt 
A, • • • A-1 ' fV Tr„(p) = V In either case w = p(w-...w,)eW' , h. (w) = 
z Xm ###x. xKnx
hi(p(wi...w^)) - u^(p)(hj^(w^)...h^(w^)) . - t. and 
X? 
hgCw) = n2(p)(h2(w^)...h2(w^)) = Vx^\..x (c'l" "'%'%) c'  Thus if 
t => n(t') for some neN', then there exists WEW such that h.(w) = t 
p n X 
and hgfw) = t'. Furthermore if nel, then (t,t')eTrp, so that Trp _ Tr^. 
It remains for us to show that Tr _ Trp. We will do so by proving 
that if WEW , then h^ (w) => n(h„(w)). 
n X p  /  
If (w[ = 1, and WEW'^, then w = {) for some peP' such that r'(p) = 
(X,n). By the construction of P, we have n (p) => n(ïï„(p)), and hence 
X p  /  
h^(w) = n^(p) => nfngfp)) = nfhgfw)). 
We can assume that if |w|<m and weW' for some neN' then 
' ' n , 
h^(w) => nthgCw)). Suppose WEW'^ and |w| = m. Then w = p(w^...w^) for 
some peP' such that r'(p) = (n^...n^,n) = (a,n) for some n^,...,n^EN'. 
But then |w^|<m for 1=1,...,k, so that h^(w^) => n^Ch^Cw^)) by our 
Inductive hypothesis. Furthermore, since PEP', we know by the 
"l(*l)'''"k(*k) * 
construction of R that tr^ (p) => n(m (p) ). Hence 
JL -_0t ..01 P Z .yOt ..Ok 
*1"'' k 1'"' k 
niChzCwi)).. .Uj^ChzCwi^)) * 
hjM - ï^(p)(h^(w^)...h^(»l^)) î> .j^(p) - - - •• - -> 
x X., • • • iv, 
h (w ). ..hufw ) 
n(ng(p) ) = n(h„(w)). Thus whenever weW' we have 6 «ot yOc / n 
Xi'-'^k 
h^(w) => nfhgCw)). Furthermore, if nEl we have (h^(w),h2(w))ETr^ and 
(h^(w),h2(w))ETrp so that Tr^ _ Tr^, and in fact Trp = Tr^. 
